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MODULI OF LOG TWISTED N = 1 SUSY CURVES
YASUHIRO WAKABAYASHI
Abstract. The goal of the present paper is to construct a smooth com-
pactification of the moduli superstack classifying pointed N = 1 SUSY
(= SUSY1) curves. This construction is based on the Abramovich-Jarvis-
Chiodo compactification of the moduli stack classifying spin curves. First,
we give a general framework of a theory of log superschemes (or more gen-
erally, log superstacks). Then, we introduce the notion of a pointed (stable)
log twisted SUSY1 curve; it may be thought of as a logarithmic and twisted
generalization of the classical notion of a pointed SUSY1 curve, as well as a
supersymmetric analogue of the notion of a pointed (log) twisted curve. The
main result of the present paper asserts that the moduli superstack classi-
fying pointed stable log twisted SUSY1 curves may be represented by a log
superstack whose underlying superstack is a superproper and supersmooth
Deligne-Mumford superstack. Consequently, this moduli superstack forms
a smooth compactification different from the compactification proposed by
P. Deligne.
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Introduction
0.1. The goal of the present paper is to provide a rigorous construction of
a smooth compactification of the moduli superstack classifying pointed N = 1
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2 YASUHIRO WAKABAYASHI
SUSY curves. Throughout the present paper, we abbreviate “N = 1 SUSY” to
“SUSY1” for simplicity. Recall that SUSY1 curves and their analytic counter-
parts, called super Riemann surfaces, have been widely considered (intensively
in the 1980s) in the physical literature on supersymmetry. Super Riemann
surfaces are defined to be complex supermanifolds of superdimension 1|1 sat-
isfying an additional superconformal condition (cf. e.g., [15]). Super Riemann
surfaces play a role of the correct supersymmetric analogue of Riemann sur-
faces, and their moduli superspace plays a role analogous to the role of moduli
space classifying Riemann surfaces in bosonic string theory (cf. [8]). Indeed,
just as the world sheet of a bosonic string carries the structure of a Riemann
surface, the world sheet in superstring theory is a super Riemann surface. Also,
perturbative calculations in superstring theory are carried out by integration
over this moduli superspace. Besides having such physical applications, the
theory of super Riemann surfaces and their moduli is interesting on its own
from the mathematical viewpoint. In order to achieve a deep understanding
of this theory (from the mathematical viewpoint or another), it will be worth
asking the following question regarding their global structure that should be
answered:
What is a natural (smooth) compactification of the moduli su-
perspace classifying super Riemann surfaces (or more generally,
pointed SUSY1 curves)?
0.2. To obtain an answer of this question, P. Deligne constructed, in his letter
to Y. Manin (cf. [6]), a smooth compactification of the moduli superstack
classifying (unpointed) SUSY1 curves; it may be thought of as an analogue of
the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the moduli stack classifying proper
smooth algebraic curves, and obtained by adding certain divisors at infinity
parametrizing SUSY1 curves with nodes. The main deference from the bosonic
case is that, in constructing the compactification, we need to allow two different
types of degeneration of SUSY1 curves, called Neveu-Schwarz and Ramond
degenerations. We refer to [20], § 6, for a detailed exposition, including the
physical viewpoint, of the moduli superspace classifying SUSY1 curves (with
marked points). In the present paper, we consider a smooth compactification
different from the compactification constructed by P. Deligne, including the
case of pointed SUSY1 curves.
0.3. Let us describe the main theorem of the present paper. Let S0 be a
noetherian affine scheme over Z[1
2
], λ a positive even integer which is invertible
in S0, and (g, r) a pair of nonnegative integers such that r is even and 2g −
2 + r > 0. Write Schslog/S0 (cf. (38)) for the category of fs log superschemes (cf.
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Definition 2.1.2) over S0. Also, write
(1) §1M
slog
g,r,λ
(cf. (119)) for the category fibered in groupoids over Schslog/S0 classifying fam-
ilies of stable log twisted SUSY1 curves of type (g, r, λ) (cf. Definition 3.6.1)
parametrized by log superschems in Schslog/S0 . Then, our main result is the
following theorem. (See Definitions 1.6.5 (ii), 1.7.1, 1.7.2, and 1.2.4 for the
definitions of various notions appeared in the statement.)
Theorem A.
§1M
slog
g,r,λ may be represented by a log superstack whose underlying superstack is
a superproper and supersmooth Deligne-Mumford superstack over S0 of relative
superdimension 3g − 3 + r|2g − 2 + r
2
.
0.4. Let us make a remark on the main result just described. Denote by §1M
s
g,r
the moduli superstack classifying r-pointed (supersmooth) SUSY1 curves of
genus g (in the classical sense) over log superschemes in Schslog/S0 . Since any
pointed (supersmooth) SUSY1 curve is a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve, we
have a natural inclusion §1M
s
g,r →֒
§1M
slog
g,r,λ; it is an open immersion whose im-
age is dense and coincides with the locus in which the log structure of §1M
slog
g,r,λ
becomes trivial. Thus, the moduli log superstack §1M
slog
g,r,λ, being our central
character, forms a smooth compactification of §1M
s
g,r (different from the com-
pactification by P. Deligne). The feature of our compactifcation is that we add
divisors at infinity which parametrize pointed SUSY1 curves (equipped with a
logarithmic structure) admitting at most a single type of degeneration.
Next, recall the discussion of the non-projectedness (cf. [7], § 2), as well as
the non-splitness (cf. Definition 1.4.1), of §1M
s
g,r considered in [7]. By applying
(an argument similar to) the argument in loc. cit. to our situation, we will be
able to verify the non-projectedness (and hence, the non-splitness) of (the un-
derlying superstack of) §1M
slog
g,r,λ even when S0 is not necessarily Spec(C) (where
C denotes the field of complex numbers). Indeed, since the non-projectedness
of §1M
s
g,r implies the non-projectedness of
§1M
slog
g,r,λ, it follows from Theorems
1.1-1.3 in loc. cit. that §1M
slog
g,r,λ is non-projected for many cases of (g, r). This
means that §1M
slog
g,r,λ cannot be reconstructed from purely bosonic moduli stacks
in an elementally fashion and, in some sense, needs to be studied independently.
0.5. Let us briefly explain the points of our discussion and the organization
of the present paper. In § 1, we give (and recall) a general framework of a
theory of superschemes, and more generally, superstacks. Then, we define, in
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§ 2, a logarithmic structure on a superscheme, as well as a superstack. The
motivation for introducing the notion of a log superstack (i.e., a superstack
equipped with a logarithmic structure) is to consider a supersymmetric ana-
logue of (stable) pointed twisted curves with a canonical log structure. (We
refer to [3], Definition 4.3.1, and [5], Definition 2.4.1, for the definition of a
pointed twisted curve, and to [19], Theorem 3.5, for the canonical logarithmic
structure defined on a pointed twisted curve.) By means of the various notions
defined in §§ 1-2, we present, in § 3, the definition of a (stable) pointed log
twisted SUSY1 curve as, roughly speaking, a certain pointed log superstack of
superdimension 1|1 equipped with an additional superconformal structure (cf.
Definition 3.4.1 and Definition 3.6.1). Thus, for a suitable triple (g, r, λ) of non-
negative integers, one may obtain the category §1M
slog
g,r,λ fibered in groupoids,
as we introduced above, classifying stable log twisted SUSY1 curves of type
(g, r, λ). Denote by (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t the restriction of
§1M
slog
g,r,λ to the full subcate-
gory Schlog/S0 ⊆ Sch
slog
/S0
consisting of fs log schemes (in the classical sense) . As
discussed in § 4, the kay point is that to giving a family of pointed log twisted
SUSY1 curves parametrized by an fs log scheme (i.e., an object in (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t )
is equivalent to giving a family of pointed log twisted curves equipped with
an additional data called a pointed spin structure (cf. Definition 4.1.1). (This
observation for the case of unpointed smooth SUSY1 curves is classical and
well-known.) This implies (cf. Proposition 4.4.1) that (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t is canoni-
cally isomorphic to the moduli stack twM
log
g,r,λ,spin (cf. (124)) classifying λ-stable
log twisted curves of type (g, r) equipped with a pointed spin structure. On
the other hand, D. Abramovich, T. J. Jarvis, and A. Chiodo proved (cf. [2],
Theorem 1.5.1 and [5], Corollary 4.11) that twM
log
g,r,λ,spin (
∼= (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t ) may
be represented by a proper smooth Deligne-Mumford stack, which forms a
compatification of the moduli stack classifying pointed smooth spin curves (in
the classical sense). Thus, by thickening this Deligne-Mumford stack in the
fermionic directions in a way that a universal stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
exists (uniquely), we construct, in § 5, a log superstack representing §1M
slog
g,r,λ
and satisfying the desired conditions described in Theorem A.
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1. Superschemes and superstacks
The aim of this section is to give a brief introduction to the theory of su-
perschemes (or more generally, superstacks). We first recall the notion of a
superscheme (cf. Definition of 1.1.1) and then, discuss basic properties of su-
perschemes and morphisms between them. In particular, we define a supere´tale
morphism (cf. Definition 1.2.4), which is a supersymmetric analogue of an e´tale
morphism in the classical sense. By means of this sort of morphism, one ob-
tains a category of superschemes equipped with the Grothendieck pretopology
which will be denoted by Schs/S0 (cf. (12)), and moreover, obtains the def-
inition of a (Deligne-Mumford) superstack (cf. Definitions 1.6.1 and 1.7.1).
Finally, we show (cf. Proposition 1.8.3) that any Deligne-Mumford stack ad-
mits a complete versal family which is isomorphic to a split (cf. Definition
1.4.1) and supersmooth (cf. Definition 1.5.1) superscheme. Basic references
for the notion of a superscheme are, e.g., [4], [9], and [17].
Let R0 be a noetherian ring over Z[
1
2
]. Throughout the present paper, all
schemes are assumed to be locally noetherian schemes over the affine scheme
S0 := Spec(R0) and all morphisms of schemes are assumed to be locally of
finite presentation.
1.1. Superschemes.
First, recall the definition of a superscheme as follows.
Definition 1.1.1.
(i) A superscheme (over S0) is a pair X
s := (Xb,OXs) consisting of a
(locally noetherian) scheme Xb over S0 and a coherent sheaf of super-
algebras OXs over OXb such that the natural morphism OXb → OXs
is injective and its image coincides with the bosonic (i.e., even) part of
OXs . We write OXf for the fermionic (i.e., odd) part of OXs and iden-
tify OXb with the bosonic part via the injection OXb →֒ OXs (hence,
OXs = OXb ⊕OXf ).
(ii) Let Xs := (Xb,OXs) and Y
s := (Yb,OY s) be two superschemes (over
S0). A morphism of superschemes (over S0) from Y
s to Xs is a
pair fs := (fb, f
♭) consisting of a morphism fb : Yb → Xb of schemes
(over S0, which is locally of finite presentation) and a morphism of
superalgebras f ♭ : f ∗b (OXs) (:= OYb ⊗f−1b (OXb )
f−1b (OXs)) → OY s over
OYb .
We always identify any scheme Xb (over S0) with a superscheme X
s :=
(Xb,OXs) with OXf = 0.
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Remark 1.1.2.
The definition of a superscheme may differ from the usual definition in the
sense that the fermionic part of the structure sheaf of a superscheme is as-
sumed not to be coherent. In fact, that condition is usually regarded as an
additional condition on a superscheme which is, in [9], Definition 2.6, referred
to as “fermionically of finite presentation”. But, in the present paper, we
only deal with superschemes fermionically of finite presentation in order that
supere´tale morphisms, as well as supersmooth morphisms, defined later are
well-behaved. This is why we define the notion of a superscheme as above.
Let Xs be a superscheme and F a left OXs-supermodule. We write
Fb (resp., Ff)(2)
for the bosonic (resp., fermionic) part of F (hence F = Fb ⊕ Ff). F may be
considered as a right OXs-supermodule equipped with an OXs-action given
by m · a := (−1)|m|·|a|a ·m for homogeneous local sections a ∈ OXs , m ∈ F
(where | − | denotes the parity function). By an OXs-supermodule, we
shall means simply a left OXs-supermodule, which is often treated as a right
OXs-supermodule by this consideration. Also, by a supervector bundle (of
superrank m|n) on Xs (where both m and n are nonnegative integers), we
mean a locally free (left) OXs-supermodule (of superrank m|n).
Let fs := (fb, f
♭) : Y s → Xs be a morphism of superschemes. If we
are given an OXs-supermodule (resp., an OY s-supermodule) F , then one may
define, via the natural morphism f−1b (OXs)→ OY s , the pull-back (resp., direct
image) of F to be the OY s-supermodule (resp., the OXs-supermodule)
fs∗(F) := OY s ⊗f−1b (OXs ) f
−1
b (F) (resp., f
s
∗ (F) := fb∗(F)).(3)
Definition 1.1.3.
Let Ss be a superscheme.
(i) Let Xs and Y s are superschemes over Ss and fs (:= (fb, f
♭)) : Y s →
Xs a morphism of superschemes over Ss. We shall say that fs is a
closed immersion (over Ss) if fb : Yb → Xb is a closed immersion
and f ♭ : f ∗b (OXs)→ OY is surjective.
(ii) Let Xs be a superscheme over Ss. A closed subsuperscheme of
Xs is an equivalence class of closed immersions into Xs, where two
morphisms fs1 : Y
s
1 → X
s, fs2 : Y
s
2 → X
s over Ss are equivalent if
there exists an isomorphism ιs : Y s1
∼
→ Y s2 satisfying that f
s
2 ◦ι
s = fs1 .
If fs : Y s → Xs is a closed immersion, then we shall write [fs] for
the closed subsuperscheme of Xs represented by fs.
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Let Xs := (Xb,OXs) be a superscheme. By means of the morphism
(4) βsX : X
s → Xb
corresponding to the inclusion OXb →֒ OXs , X
s may be thought of as a
superscheme over the scheme Xb. The construction of β
s
X is evidently functorial
in Xs, that is to say, βsX ◦ f
s = fb ◦ β
s
Y for any superscheme Y
s and any
morphism fs (:= (fb, f
♭)) : Y s → Xs.
Denote by
NXs(5)
the superideal of OXs generated by OXf . We shall write
τsX : Xt → X
s(6)
for the closed immersion corresponding to the quotient OXs ։ OXs/NXs.
Hence, Xt forms a scheme, and the composite
γX := β
s
X ◦ τ
s
X : Xt → Xb(7)
forms a closed immersion of schemes corresponding to the quotient OXb ։
OXb/O
2
Xf
(= OXs/NXs) by the nilpotent ideal O
2
Xf
⊆ OXb . Any morphism
fs : Y s → Xs induces a morphism ft : Yt → Xt of schemes satisfying that
fs ◦ τsY = τ
s
X ◦ ft and fb ◦ τY = τX ◦ ft. In particular, any morphism Z → X
s
(where Z is a scheme) decomposes as Z → Xt
τsX→ Xs for a unique morphism
Z → Xt of schemes.
Finally, for each nonnegative integer n, we write
grnXs := N
n
Xs/N
n+1
Xs ,(8)
which may be thought of as an OXt-module.
1.2. Morphisms of superschemes.
We shall consider analogues of flat morphism and e´tale morphisms to super-
schemes. Let fs (:= (fb, f
♭)) : Y s → Xs be a morphism of superschemes.
Definition 1.2.1.
We shall say that fs is bosonic if for any scheme Z together with a morphism
Z → Xs, the fiber product Y s ×fs,Xs Z is a scheme. (Here, we note that
the superschemes and morphisms between them form a category, in which the
fiber products exist. See [4], Corollary 10.3.9.)
Definition 1.2.2.
We shall say that fs is superflat if for any point y of Yb the homomorphism
OXs,fb(y) → OY s,y of local rings induced by f
s is flat.
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Remark 1.2.3.
Suppose that fs is bosonic and superflat. According to [9], Lemma 2.7 and
Proposition 2.1 (cf. Remark 1.1.2), the following properties hold (where al-
though the results of loc. cit. is assumed that S0 = Spec(C), one may prove
the same assertion for our general case):
(i) The homomorphism f ♭ induces, by restriction, isomorphisms
f ∗b (OXf )
∼
→ OYf and f
∗
b (O
2
Xf
)
∼
→ O2Yf(9)
(hence, we have f ∗b (NXs)
∼
→ NY s). In particular, the natural mor-
phisms
Y s → Yb ×fb,Xb,βsX
Xs and Yt → Y
s ×fs,Xs,τsX
Xt(10)
are isomorphisms.
(ii) The underlying morphism fb : Yb → Xb is flat (in the classical sense).
Definition 1.2.4.
We shall say that fs is supere´tale if fs is bosonic and superflat, and the flat
morphism fb : Yb → Xb (cf. Remark 1.2.3 (ii) above) is unramified.
Proposition 1.2.5.
For a superscheme Zs over S0, we shall denote by Et/Zs the category defined
as follows:
• The objects are supere´tale morphisms Ws → Zs of superschemes to
Zs;
• The morphisms from Ws1 → Z
s to Ws2 → Z
s (where both Ws1 → Z
s
and Ws2 → Z
s are objects of this category) are morphisms Ws1 →W
s
2
of superschemes over Zs.
Then, the functor
Et/Xs
∼
→ Et/Xt .(11)
determined by base-change Y s 7→ Y s×Xs,τsX
Xt is an equivalence of categories.
In particular, if X ′s and X ′′s are superschemes over S0 such that (X
′
t)red
∼=
(X ′′t )red (where (−)red denotes the reduced scheme associated with the scheme
(−)), then we have Et/X′s
∼= Et/X′′s.
Proof. We shall construct a functor Et/Xt → Et/Xs . Let Y0 → Xt be an object
in Et/Xt (i.e., Y0 → Xt is e´tale in the classical sense). Since Xb is a nilpotent
thickening of Xt (via the closed immersion γX), Y0 extends uniquely to an e´tale
scheme Y1 over Xb. The superscheme Y1×Xb X
s (together with the projection
to Xs) is an object of Et/Xs whose image of the functor (11) is isomorphic
to Y0. The assignment Y0 7→ Y1 ×Xb X
s is well-defined and functorial with
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respect to Y0, and hence, determines a functor Et/Xt → Et/Xs . This functor
is verified to be the inverse to the functor (11). This completes the proof of
Proposition 1.2.5. 
1.3. The category of superschemes.
Write
Sch/S0 (resp., Sch
s
/S0
)(12)
for the category whose objects are schemes (resp., superschemes) and whose
morphisms are morphisms of schemes (resp., morphisms of superschemes). By
the natural inclusion Sch/S0 →֒ Sch
s
/S0
, we identify Sch/S0 with a full sub-
category of Schs/S0 . The fiber products and finite coproducts exist in Sch
s
/S0
,
and the inclusion Sch/S0 →֒ Sch
s
/S0
preserves the fiber products and finite
coproducts. When there is fear of confusion, by a stack (over S0), we
mean a stack over the site Sch/S0 with respect to the e´tale pretopology. We
shall equip Schs/S0 with the Grothendieck pretopology consisting of coverings
{Usi → X
s}i∈I , where each U
s
i → X
s is a supere´tale morphism such that
(the underlying morphism between schemes of)
∐
i∈I U
s
i → X
s is surjective;
we shall refer to this pretopology as the supere´tale pretopology. One verifies
that the property on a morphism in Schs/S0 of being bosonic (resp., superflat;
resp., supere´tale) is closed under composition and base-change, and satisfies
descent for supere´tale coverings.
1.4. Split superschemes and affine superschemes.
Let X be a scheme and E a coherent OX-module. Consider the exterior alge-
bra
∧•
OX
E (:=
⊕
i≥0
∧i
OX
E) associated with E over OX . The OX -subalgebra∧even
OX
E (:=
⊕
i:even
∧i
OX
E) defines (since it is commutative) a relative affine
space Spec(
∧even
OX
E) over X . Also,
∧•
OX
E may be thought of as a coherent
OSpec(∧evenOX E)-module. Thus, we obtain a superscheme
〈X, E〉s := (Spec(
∧even
OX
E),
∧•
OX
E).(13)
The inclusion OX (=
∧0
OX
E) →֒
∧•
OX
E defines a morphism
〈β〉sX,E : 〈X, E〉
s → X(14)
of superschemes.
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Definition 1.4.1.
We shall say that a superscheme Zs is split if Zs ∼= 〈X, E〉s for some scheme
X and a coherent OX -module E .
Next, we shall recall the notion of an affine superscheme.
Definition 1.4.2.
If R := Rb ⊕Rf is a superring, then we shall write
Spec(R)s(15)
for the superspectrum of R (i.e., “SpecR” in the sense of [4], Definition 10.1.1).
We shall say that a superscheme Xs is affine if it is isomorphic to Spec(R)s
for some superring R (in particular, both Xb and Xt are affine schemes).
If both m and n are nonnegative integers and Ss is a superscheme, then we
shall write
A
m|n
Ss := S
s ×S0 Spec(R0[tn, · · · , tm]⊗R0
∧
R0
(R0ψ1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ R0ψn))
s(16)
(
= Ss ×S0 〈A
m|0
S0
,
n⊕
l=1
O
A
m|0
S0
ψi〉
s
)
,
where the t1, · · · , tm are ordinary indeterminates and ψ1, · · · , ψn are fermionic
(i.e., anticommuting) indeterminates.
The following assertion is immediately verified from the definition of A
m|n
(−) .
Proposition 1.4.3.
Let fs : Y s → Xs be a morphism of superschemes. Then, the functorial (with
respect to Y s) map of sets
{f˜s ∈ HomScks
/S0
(Y s,A
m|n
Xs ) | pr ◦ f˜
s = fs} → Γ(Yb,OYb)
⊕m ⊕ Γ(Yb,OYf )
⊕n
(17)
f˜s 7→ ((f˜ ♭(tl))
m
l=1, (f˜
♭(ψl′))
n
l′=1)
is bijective, where pr denotes the natural projection A
m|n
Xs → X
s.
1.5. Supersmooth morphisms.
Let m and n be nonnegative integers.
Definition 1.5.1.
Let fs : Y s → Xs be a morphism of superschemes. We shall say that fs is
supersmooth of relative superdimension m|n if there exists, supere´tale
locally on Y s, a supere´tale morphism Y s → Xs ×S0 A
m|n
S0
over Xs.
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Remark 1.5.2.
Let n be a nonnegative integer. A morphism fs : Y s → Xs of superschemes
is supersmooth of relative superdimension n|0 if and only if fs is superflat and
fb : Yb → Xb is, in the classical sense, smooth of relative dimension n (i.e.,
all nonempty fibers are equidimensional of dimension n). In particular, fs is
supersmooth of relative superdimension 0|0 if and only if it is supere´tale.
Proposition 1.5.3.
Let Xs be a superscheme. Then, the following two conditions (a) and (b) are
equivalent:
(a) Xs is supersmooth over S0 of relative superdimension m|n;
(b) Xt is smooth over S0 of relative dimension m, the OXt-module gr
1
Xs
is locally free of rank n, and there exists, supere´tale locally on Xs, an
isomorphism Xs
∼
→ 〈Xt, gr1Xs〉 which makes the diagram
Xt
τsX
~~⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
τs
〈Xt,gr
1
Xs
〉
$$❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
Xs
∼
// 〈Xt, gr1Xs〉
(18)
commute.
In particular, Xs is split and supersmooth over S0 of relative superdimension
m|n if and only if Xs ∼= 〈X, E〉s for some smooth scheme X over S0 of relative
dimension m and some vector bundle E on X of rank n.
Proof. Since the latter assertion follows directly from the former assertion, it
suffices to prove only the former assertion, i.e., the equivalence (a) ⇔ (b).
The implication (b) ⇒ (a) is clear. We shall prove (a) ⇒ (b). After possi-
bly replacing Xs with its supere´tale covering, we may assume, without loss
of generality, that Xb is affine and there exists a (globally defined) supere´tale
morphism πs (:= (πb, π
♭)) : Xs → Am|nS0 over S0. Then, π
♭ restricts to isomor-
phisms
π∗b (O
i
(A
m|n
S0
)f
) ∼= OiXf (i = 1, 2)(19)
(cf. Remark 1.2.3). In particular, the commutative square diagram
Xt
γX
//
πt

Xb
πb

(A
m|n
S0
)t γ
A
m|n
S0
// (A
m|n
S0
)b
(20)
is cartesian. It follows thatXt is e´tale over (A
m|n
S0
)t (= A
m|0
S0
), and hence, smooth
over S0 of relative dimension m. Since Xb is affine, there exists a morphism
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ιX : Xb → Xt over S0 satisfying that ιX ◦ γX = idXt . The isomorphisms (19)
yield an isomorphism
gr1π♭ : (π
∗
t (gr
1
A
m|n
S0
) =) π∗b (gr
1
A
m|n
S0
)
∼
→ gr1Xs .(21)
In particular, we have gr1Xs
∼= O⊕nXt . By Proposition 1.4.3, one may find a
morphism
ι˜sX : X
s → 〈Xt, gr
1
Xs〉
s(22)
whose composite with the projection 〈β〉s
Xt,gr1
Xs
: 〈Xt, gr
1
Xs〉
s → Xt coincides
with ιX ◦ β
s
X : X
s → Xt and which makes the diagram
X
ι˜sX
//
πs   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ 〈Xt, gr
1
Xs〉
s
π′syyss
ss
ss
ss
ss
A
m|n
S0
(23)
commute, where π′s denotes the morphism determined (by means of the
canoncial isomorphism A
m|n
S0
∼
→ 〈Am|0S0 , π
∗
t (gr
1
A
m|n
S0
)〉s) by both πt : Xt → A
m|0
S0
and the morphism gr1
π♭
. Observe that both πs and π′s are superflat (since
〈Xt, gr1Xs〉
s ∼= A
m|n
S0
×
A
m|0
S0
,πt
Xt and πt is e´tale). On the other hand, ι˜X re-
stricts, via base-change by τs
A
m|n
S0
: (A
m|n
S0
)t → A
m|n
S0
, to the identity morphism
of Xt. This implies that ι˜X is an isomorphism, and hence, completes the proof
of Proposition 1.5.3. 
1.6. Superstacks.
Definition 1.6.1.
(i) A superstack (over S0) is a category fibered in groupoids Z
s →
Schs/S0 over Sch
s
/S0
which is a stack with respect to the supere´tale
pretopology.
(ii) Let Zs1 → Sch
s
/S0
and Zs2 → Sch
s
/S0
be superstacks. A morphism of
superstacks from Zs1 to Z
s
2 is a functor Z
s
1 → Z
s
2 over Sch
s
/S0
.
One verifies immediately that the superstacks and the morphisms of super-
stacks form a 2-category, in which the 2-fiber products and finite coproducts
exist. The natural inclusion from Schs/S0 into this category preserves such
limits.
Remark 1.6.2.
For a superscheme Xs, the set-valued contravariant functor HomSchs
/S0
(−, Xs)
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on Schs/S0 is verified (from a standard argument in descent theory) to be a
sheaf on Schs/S0 with respect to supere´tale pretopology (cf. [9], Lemma 2.8).
We always identify any superscheme Xs with the superstack corresponding to
the sheaf HomSchs
/S0
(−, Xs).
Remark 1.6.3.
If Z is a stack over S0, then, in a natural manner, one may consider it as a
superstack. More precisely, let us define the category Zs-triv → Schs/S0 fibered
in groupoids over Schs/S0 as follows:
• The objects in Zs-triv are pairs (Xs, x) consisting of a superscheme Xs
and a morphisms x : Xb → Z of stacks;
• The morphisms from an object (Y s, y) to an object (Xs, x) are mor-
phisms fs : Y s → Xs of superschemes satisfying that x ◦ fb ∼= y;
• The functor Zs-triv → Schs/S0 is given by assigning (X
s, x) 7→ Xs (for
any object (Xs, x) in Zs-triv) and fs 7→ fs (for any morphism fs in
Zs-triv).
Then, Zs-triv forms a superstack. The assignment Z 7→ Zs-triv determines
a fully faithful functor from the category of stacks over S0 to the category
of superstacks over S0. In this manner, we always consider any stack as a
superstack.
Remark 1.6.4.
Let Zs → Schs/S0 be a superstack. The restriction of this superstack to the
subcategory Sch/S0 ⊆ Sch
s
/S0
forms a stack
Zt → Sch/S0(24)
over S0. If, moreover, Z
s may represented by a superscheme Xs (i.e., Zs ∼=
HomSchs
/S0
(−, Xs)), then Zt (in the sense of (24)) may be represented by Xt
(in the sense of (6)). Moreover, if Ws → Zs is a morphism of superstacks,
then it induces a morphism Wt → Zt of stacks.
Definition 1.6.5.
Let fs : Y s → Xs be a morphism of superstacks.
(i) We shall say that fs is representable if, for any morphism X ′s →
Xs of superstacks (where X ′s is a superscheme), the fiber product
Y s ×fs,Xs X
′s is a superscheme.
(ii) We shall say that fs is superproper if the underlying morphism ft :
Yt → Xt of stacks is proper in the classical sense.
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1.7. Deligne-Mumford superstacks.
Definition 1.7.1.
We shall say that a superstack Zs is Deligne-Mumford if it satisfies the
following two conditions:
(i) The diagonal morphism Zs → Zs ×S0 Z
s is representable and the as-
sociated (representable) morphism Zt → Zt×S0Zt of stacks is separated
and quasi-compact in the classical sense;
(ii) There exists a superscheme Us over S0 together with a representable
morphism Us → Zs of superstacks over S0 such that for each super-
scheme V s over Zs, the morphism Us×Zs V
s → V s of superschemes
(where Us×Zs V
s is necessarily a superscheme thank to condition (i))
is surjective and supere´tale.
We shall refer to such a superscheme Us (together with Us → Zs) as a
complete versal family for Zs.
Definition 1.7.2.
Let fs : Y s → Xs be a morphism of Deligne-Mumford superstacks over
S0, and let m, n be nonnegative integers. We shall say that f
s is supere´tale
(resp., supersmooth of relative superdimension m|n) if for any 2-commutative
diagram
V s //
hs !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉ Y
′s //


Y s
fs

Us // Xs,
(25)
where Us and V s are complete versal families for Xs and Y ′s := Y s×Xs U
s
respectively, the morphism hs : V s → Us of superschemes is supere´tale in the
sense of Definition 1.2.4 (resp., supersmooth of relative superdimension m|n in
the sense of Definition 1.5.1).
Remark 1.7.3.
Let Zs be a Deligne-Mumford superstack. Then, the structure sheaf OZs
on Zs is defined to be a supere´tale sheaf on Zs such that Γ(Ts,OZs) :=
Γ(Tb,OTs) for any superscheme T
s together with a supere´tale morphism Ts →
Zs. Moreover, one may define the notion of an OZs-supermodule, as usual
(cf. the discussion following Remark 1.1.2).
1.8. Groupoids in the category of superschemes.
Now, we recall that if we are given a groupoid Γ, then it may be described as a
certain collection of data (U0, R0, s0, t0, c0), where U0 and R0 denote the sets of
objects and arrows of Γ respectively, s0 and t0 denote the source and targetmaps
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R0 → U0 respectively, and c0 denotes the compositionmap R0×t0,U0,s0R0 → R0.
Definition 1.8.1.
A groupoid in Schs/S0 is a collection of data
Rs ⇒ Us := (Us, Rs, ss, ts, cs),(26)
where
• Us and Rs are superschemes;
• ss, ts : Rs → Us and cs : Rs ×ss,Us,ts R
s → Rs are morphisms of
superschemes
such that for any Ts ∈ Ob(Schs/S0) the quintuple
(Rs ⇒ Us)(Ts) := (Us(Ts), Rs(Ts), ss(Ts), ts(Ts), cs(Ts))(27)
forms a groupoid (in the above sense) which is functorial with respect to Ts.
In a similar vein, one may obtain the definition of a groupoid in Sch/S0.
As in the usual case of stacks, one may associate, to each groupoid Rs ⇒ Us
in Schs/S0, a superstack
[Rs ⇒ Us](28)
over S0. More precisely, [R
s ⇒ Us] is the stackification (with respect to
the supere´tale pretopology) of the category fibered in groupoids [Rs ⇒ Us]′
determined by Rs ⇒ Us (i.e., the fiber of [Rs ⇒ Us]′ over Ts ∈ Ob(Schs/S0)
is the groupoid (Rs ⇒ Us)(Ts) defined above). Denote by
πs
Rs⇒Us
: Us → [Rs ⇒ Us](29)
the natural projection.
Remark 1.8.2.
Let Zs be a Deligne-Mumford superstack.
(i) One verifies that there exists an isomorphism zs : [Rs ⇒ Us]
∼
→ Zs
of superstacks, where Rs ⇒ Us := (Us, Rs, ss, ts, cs) is a groupoid
in Schs/S0, such that the three morphisms s
s, ts, and zs ◦ πs
Rs⇒Us
are
supere´tale. Indeed, if Us is an arbitrary complete versal family for our
Zs, then one may obtain, by starting with the data Us, the desired
groupoid [Rs ⇒ Us] in Schs/S0 as follows:
• Rs := Us ×Zs U
s;
• ss and ts are the second and first projections Us ×Zs U
s (=
Rs)→ Us respectively;
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• cs is the projection
(Us ×Zs U
s)×ss,Us,ts (U
s ×Zs U
s) (= Rs ×ss,Us,ts R
s)(30)
→ Us ×Zs U
s (= Rs)
into the (1, 4)-th factor.
We shall refer to such a groupoid Rs ⇒ Us (together with such an
isomorphism zs) as a representation of Zs.
(ii) Let Rs ⇒ Us be as in (i) and denote by Rt ⇒ Ut the groupoid in
Sch/S0 defined to be Rt ⇒ Ut := (Ut, Rt, st, tt, ct). Then, the isomor-
phism zs induces an isomorphism
zt : [Rt ⇒ Ut]
∼
→ Zt(31)
of stacks.
(iii) Let Rs ⇒ Us be as in (i) again. Then, Rb ⇒ Ub := (Ub, Rb, sb, tb, cb)
forms a groupoid in Sch/S0 and we obtain a stack
Zb := [Rb ⇒ Ub](32)
together with a morphism βsZ : Z
s → Zb. For any supere´tale morphism
Ts → Zs (where Ts is a superscheme), there exists an e´tale morphism
Tb → Zb which makes the square diagram
Ts //
βsT

Zs
βsZ

Tb // Zb
(33)
commute and cartesian. In particular, the structure sheaf OZb of Zb
may be identified, via βsZ , with the bosonic part of OZ . If, moreover,
Zs may be represented by a superscheme Xs := (Xb,OXs), then Zb
and βsZ (in the sense of (32)) are isomorphic to Xb and β
s
X (in the sense
of (4)) respectively.
Proposition 1.8.3.
Let Zs be a superstack and m, n are nonnegative integers. Then, the following
three conditions (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent:
(a) Zs is a supersmooth Deligne-Mumford superstack over S0 of relative
superdimension m|n;
(b) Zs is a Deligne-Mumford superstack for which there exists a complete
versal family of the form 〈U, EU〉s, where U denotes a smooth locally
noetherian scheme over S0 of relative dimension m and EU denotes a
vector bundle on U of rank n;
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(c) Zs admits a representation Rs ⇒ Us := (Us, Rs, ss, ts, cs) satisfy-
ing the following properties:
(c-1) Us = 〈U, EU〉s, where U is a smooth scheme over S0 of relative
dimension m and EU is a rank n vector bundle on U ;
(c-2) Both ss and ts are supere´tale and the morphism (st, tt) : Rt →
U ×S0 U (= Ut ×S0 Ut) is separated and quasi-compact.
Proof. The equivalence (a) ⇔ (c) follows immediately from Proposition 1.5.3
and the definition of a Deligne-Mumford stack. The implication (b) ⇒ (c)
is clear. Let us consider (c) ⇒ (b). First, we prove that the diagonal mor-
phism ∆sZ : Z
s → Zs ×S0 Z
s is representable. Let V s be an object in
Schs/S0, and let x
s and ys : V s → Zs be morphisms in Schs/S0. To prove
that Zs ×∆sZ ,Zs×S0Zs,(xs,ys)
V s is in Schs/S0, one may replace (thanks to de-
scent property in the supere´tale pretopology) V s with its supere´tale covering.
Hence, we suppose, without loss of generality, that both xs and ys may lift to
morphisms x˜s, y˜s : V s → Us. Then, we have
Zs ×∆sZ ,Zs×S0Zs,(xs,ys)
V s
∼
→ Rs ×(ss,ts),Us×S0Us,(x˜s,y˜s) V
s,(34)
where the right-hand side is evidently an object in Schs/S0. Thus, ∆
s
Z is rep-
resentable. Moreover, this representability implies (since both ss and ts are
supere´tale) immediately that the projection πRs⇒Us is representable, surjec-
tive, and supere´tale. Finally, by means of the isomorphism (31), the latter
condition of (c-2) implies that the diagonal morphism Zt → Zt ×S0 Zt is sep-
arated and quasi-compact. This completes the proof of the implication (c) ⇒
(b), and consequently, the proof of Proposition 1.8.3. 
2. Logarithmic structures on superschemes
In this section, we shall give briefly a general formulation of log superschemes
(or more generally, log superstacks). The notion of logarithmic structure on a
superscheme, as well as a superstack (cf. Definition 2.1.1 (i)) is a supersymmet-
ric generalization of the classical notion of logarithmic structure in the sense
of J. M. Fontaine and L. Illusie. (Basic references for the notion of logarithmic
structure on a scheme are, e.g., [13] and [11].) One of the most important con-
cepts in log supergeometry is log supersmoothness (cf. Definition 2.4.1 (ii)). At
the end of this section, we show (cf. Proposition 2.4.3 (ii) and Corollary 2.5.3
(i)-(iii)) how log supersmooth deformations of a log superstack or a morphism
of log superstacks are controlled by the sheaf of logarithmic superderivations
(cf. Definition 2.3.1 for the definition of a logarithmic superderivation).
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2.1. Logarithmic structures.
Definition 2.1.1.
(i) Let Xs := (Xb,OXs) be a superscheme (resp., a superstack). A
logarithmic structure (or log structure for short) on Xs is a log-
arithmic structure αXb : MXb → OXb on Xb (where MXb denotes an
e´tale sheaf of commutative monoids on Xb).
A log superscheme (resp., log superstack) is a triple
(35) Y slog := (Yb,OY s,MYb
αYb→ OYb)
consisting of a superscheme (resp., a superstack) Y s := (Yb,OY s) and a
log structure αYb on Yb (hence, of Y
s). We shall refer to Y logb := (Yb, αYb)
as the underlying log scheme (resp., underlying log stack) of Y slog
and refer to Y s as the underlying superscheme (resp., underlying
superstack) of Y slog. Denote by βslogY : Y
slog → Y logb the morphism
of log superschemes extending βsY .
(ii) Let Xslog := (Xb,OXs , αXb) and Y
slog := (Yb,OY s, αYb) be two log
superschemes (resp., log superstacks). A morphism of log super-
schemes (resp., morphism of log superstacks) from Y slog to Xslog
is a triple
fslog := (fb : Yb → Xb, f
♭ : f ∗b (OXs)→ OY s, f
♯
b : f
−1
b (MXb)→MYb),(36)
where fs := (fb, f
♭) forms a morphism Y s → Xs between the under-
lying superschemes (resp., underlying superstacks) and f logb := (fb, f
♯
b )
forms a morphism Y logb → X
log
b between the underlying log schemes
(resp., underlying log stacks).
Definition 2.1.2.
An fs log superscheme (resp., fs log superstack) is a log superscheme
(resp., log superstack) whose underlying log scheme (resp., underlying log
stack) is fine and saturated.
Let X log := (X,αX) be an fs log scheme over S0 and E a coherent OX-
module. Then, we shall write
〈X, E〉slog(37)
for the log superscheme defined to be 〈X, E〉 (cf. (13)) equipped with the log
structure pulled-back from X log via 〈β〉sX,E (cf. (14)).
Definition 2.1.3.
Let Xslog and Y slog be log superschemes (resp., log superstacks) and fslog :
Y slog → Xslog a morphism of log superschemes (resp., a morphism of log
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superstacks). We shall say that fslog is strict supere´tale (resp., a strict
closed immersion) if fs is supere´tale (resp., a closed immersion) and f logb is
strict, in the sense of [11], § 1.2.
We shall write
Sch
slog
/S0
(38)
for the category whose objects are fs log superschemes and whosemorphisms are
morphisms of log superschemes. Also, write Schlog/S0 for the full subcategory of
Sch
slog
/S0
consisting of fs log schemes (i.e., fs log superschemes Xslog with OXf =
0). The fiber products and finite coproducts in Schslog/S0 exist, and Sch
slog
/S0
admits the Grothendieck pretopology given by strict supere´tale morphisms; we
shall refer to it as the strict supere´tale pretopology. In a natural manner,
any log superstack may be thought of as a stack over Schslog/S0 with respect to
the strict supere´tale pretopology.
2.2. Logarithmic superdifferentials.
Let Sslog := (Sb,OSs, αSb) and X
slog := (Xb,OXs , αXb) be fs log super-
schemes and fslog (:= (fb, f
♭, f ♯b )) : X
slog → Sslog a morphism of log super-
schemes. In the following, we shall define (in a functorial manner) a “log super”
analogue of the sheaf of relative differential 1-forms, i.e., an OXs-supermodule
ΩXslog/Sslog together with the universal derivation d : OXs → ΩXslog/Sslog de-
fined as follows. Let us write ∆sX : X
s → Xs ×Ss X
s for the diagonal
morphism and write J := Ker(OXs×SsXs → ∆
s
X∗(OXs)). Then, we shall
define
ΩXs/Ss := ∆
s∗
X (J /J
2)(39)
and write d : OXs → ΩXs/Ss for the f
−1
b (OSs)-linear morphism given by
assigning a 7→ d(a) := (a⊗ 1− 1⊗ a) for any local section a ∈ OXs . For
example, if Xs = A
m|n
Ss
, then we have
ΩXs/Ss ∼= (
m⊕
i=1
OXsd(ti))⊕ (
n⊕
i=1
OXsd(ψi)),(40)
where d(ti) (i = 1, · · · , m) are bosonic elements in ΩXs/Ss and d(ψi) (i =
1, · · · , n) are fermionic elements.
Moreover, let us define the OXs-supermodule ΩXslog/Sslog to be
ΩXslog/Sslog := (ΩXs/Ss ⊕ (OXs ⊗Z M
gr
Xb
))/N ,(41)
where
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(i) MgrXb denotes the groupification ofMXb whose local sections are bosonic
(hence we obtain the OXs-supermodule OXs ⊗Z M
gr
Xb
);
(ii) N denotes the OXs-subsupermodule generated locally by local sections
of the following forms:
• (d(αXb(a)), 0)− (0, αXb(a)⊗ a) with a ∈MXb ;
• (0, 1⊗ a) with a ∈ Im(f−1b (MSb)
f♯b→MXb).
The class of (0, 1⊗a) for a ∈MXb in ΩXslog/Sslog is denoted by dlog(a). Finally,
we write
(42) TXslog/Sslog := Ω
∨
Xslog/Sslog .
i.e., the dual OXs-supermodule of ΩXslog/Sslog .
The following Propositions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 may be verified immediately.
Proposition 2.2.1.
Let us consider a cartesian square diagram
Y slog
fslog
//


Xslog

Tslog // Sslog
(43)
in Schslog/S0 . Then, the natural OY s-linear morphism
fs∗(ΩXslog/Sslog)→ ΩY slog/Tslog(44)
is an isomorphism.
Proposition 2.2.2.
(i) Let Xslog and Y s be fs log superschemes and fslog : Y s → Xs a
morphism of log superschemes. Then, there exists an exact sequence
fs∗(ΩXslog/Sslog)→ ΩY slog/Sslog → ΩY slog/Xslog → 0(45)
of OY s-supermodule.
(ii) Suppose further that fslog is strict supere´tale. Then, ΩY slog/Xslog =
0 and the first arrow fs∗(ΩXslog/Sslog) → ΩY slog/Sslog in (45) is an
isomorphism.
2.3. Logarithmic superderivations.
Let Sslog, Xslog, and fslog : Xslog → Sslog be as at the beginning of the
previous subsection.
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Definition 2.3.1.
Let E be anOXs-supermodule. A logarithmic superderivation of (OXs ,MXb)
(over Sslog) with value in E is a pair ∂ := (D, δ), where
• D is a superderivation OXs → E over S
s, i.e., an f−1b (OSs)-linear
morphism satisfying that
D(a · b) = D(a) · b+ (−1)|D|·|a|a ·D(b)(46)
for any local sections a, b ∈ OX (where |D| denotes the parity of D);
• δ is a monoid homomorphism MXb → E such that
D(αXb(m)) = αXb(m) · δ(m)(47)
for any local section m ∈MXb;
• D(f−1b (b)) = δ(f
♯
b (n)) = 0 for any sections b ∈ OSs and n ∈MSb.
If ∂ := (D, δ) is a logarithmic superderivation, then we usually just write ∂(a)
and ∂(m) (where a ∈ OXs and m ∈MXb) for D(a) and δ(m) respectively.
Remark 2.3.2.
Let E be an OXs-supermodule. Denote by
DefSs(X
slog; E)(48)
the set of logarithmic superderivations of (OXs ,MXb) over S
slog with value
in E . The structure of OXs-supermodule on E gives rise to a structure of
Γ(Xb,OXs)-supermodule on DefSs(X
slog; E). In particular, DefSs(X
slog; E)
decomposes as
DefSs(X
slog; E) = DefSs(X
slog; E)b ⊕ DefSs(X
slog; E)f .(49)
It is clear that there exists a universal logarithmic superderivation
d ∈ DefSs(X
slog; ΩXslog/Sslog)b.(50)
That is to say, the morphism
HomOXs (ΩXslog/Sslog , E)
∼
→ DefSs(X
slog; E)(51)
h 7→ h ◦ d
is an isomorphism of Γ(Xb,OXs)-supermodules. In particular, (since the iso-
morphism (51) is compatible with restriction to each open subscheme of Xb)
the case of E = OXs implies that the dual TXslog/Sslog of ΩXslog/Sslog is isomor-
phic to the sheaf given by assigning U 7→ DefSs(X
slog ×Xb U ; E|U) (for any
open subscheme U of Xb). By taking account of [18], Proposition 1.1.7, one
verifies that TXslog/Sslog admits a structure of Lie superalgebra over f
−1
b (OSs)
with bracket operation given by
[∂1, ∂2] := (D1 ◦D2 − (−)
|D1|·|D2|D2 ◦D1, D1 ◦ δ2 − (−)
|D1|·|D2|D2 ◦ δ1)(52)
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for any homogenous logarithmic superderivations ∂1 := (D1, δ1) and ∂2 :=
(D2, δ2).
Remark 2.3.3.
The discussions in § 2.2 and § 2.3 (especially, Propositions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2)
generalize naturally to the case where Xslog is a log superstack. In fact,
ΩXslog/Sslog is constructed in such a way that if t
slog : Tslog → Xslog (where
Tslog is a superscheme) is a strict supere´tale morphism, then we have a func-
torial (with respect to Tslog) isomorphism ts∗(ΩXslog/Sslog) ∼= ΩTslog/Sslog .
2.4. Log supersmooth morphisms.
Let Sslog be an fs log superscheme, Xslog an fs log superstack, and fslog :
Xslog → Sslog a morphism of log superstacks.
Definition 2.4.1.
Let m, n be nonnegative integers.
(i) An (m|n)-chart on Xslog/Sslog is a triple
(Y slog, U log, ηslog),(53)
where
• Y slog is an affine fs log superscheme together with a strict su-
pere´tale morphism Y slog → Xslog over S0;
• U log is an fs log affine scheme together with an integral log smooth
morphism U log → S logb of relative dimension m;
• ηslog is an isomorphism Y slog
∼
→ U log ×Sb A
0|n
Ss over S
slog.
(ii) We shall say that Xslog is log supersmooth over Sslog of relative
superdimension m|n if there exists a collection {(Y slogγ , U
log
γ , η
slog
γ )}γ
of (m|n)-charts on Xslog/Sslog for which the morphism
∐
γ Y
slog
γ →
Xslog is a strict supere´tale covering of Xslog.
Remark 2.4.2.
It is clear that if both Sslog and Xslog has trivial structures, then Xslog is log
supersmooth over Sslog of relative superdimension m|n if and only if Xs is
supersmooth of relative superdimension m|n, in the sense of Definition 1.7.2,
(ii).
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Proposition 2.4.3.
Suppose that Xslog is log supersmooth over Sslog of relative superdimension
m|n for some nonnegative integers m, n. Then, the following assertions hold.
(i) The OXs-supermodule ΩXslog/Sslog is a supervector bundle of superrank
m|n.
(ii) Let us consider a commutative square diagram
Tslog
islog

tslogX
// Xslog
fslog

T˜slog
t˜slogS
// Sslog,
(54)
where Ts is affine and islog is a strict closed immersion defined by a
square nilpotent superideal J of OT˜s. (Hence, J may be thought of as
an OTs-supermodule.) We shall write
F := HomO
Ts
(ts∗X (ΩXslog/Sslog),J )b
(
∼= (ts∗X (TXslog/Sslog)⊗ J )b
)
(55)
i.e., the OTb-submodule of HomOTs (t
s∗
X (ΩXslog/Sslog),J ) consisting of
OTs-linear homomorphisms t
s∗
X (ΩXslog/Sslog)→ J of even parity. Also,
we shall write
DefT˜slog(t
slog
X )(56)
for the strict supere´tale sheaf on T˜slog which, to any strict supere´tale
morphism αslog : T˜slog1 → T˜
slog, assigns the set of morphisms t˜slog1,X :
T˜slog → Xslog which makes the diagram
Tslog ×T˜slog T˜
slog
1
islog

// Xslog
fslog

T˜slog1
t˜slog1,X
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
t˜slogS ◦α
slog
// Sslog,
(57)
commute, where the upper horizontal arrow denotes the composite of
tslogX and the projection T
slog ×T˜slog T˜
slog
1 → T
slog to the first factor.
Then, DefT˜slog(t
slog
X ) is nonempty (i.e., admits locally a section),
and moreover, admits canonically a structure of affine space
DefT˜slog(t
slog
X )× ib∗(F)→ DefT˜slog(t
slog
X )(58)
(t˜slogX , ∂) 7→ t˜
slog
X ⊞
† ∂
modeled on ib∗(F).
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Proof. Assertion (i) follows from (40), Proposition 2.2.2 (ii), and [13], Propo-
sition (3.10). Next, we shall prove the former assertion of (ii), i.e., that
DefT˜slog(t
slog
X ) is nonempty. After possibly replacing T˜
slog with its strict su-
pere´tale covering, one may assume, without loss of generality, that Xslog =
U log ×Sb A
0|n
Ss for some fs log affine scheme U
log together with an integral log
smooth morphism f logU : U
log → S logb of relative dimension m. Consider the
commutative diagram
T logb
tlogX−−−→ U log
ilogb
y
yf logU
T˜ logb −−−−→
(t˜S )
log
b
S logb ,
(59)
where the upper horizontal arrow tlogX denotes the composite (tX)
log
b : T
log
b →
X logb and the natural projection X
log
b → U
log. Since f logU is log smooth, there
exists a morphism t˜logb,U : T˜
log
b → U
log such that t˜logb,U ◦ i
log
b = t
log
X and f
log
U ◦ t˜
log
b,U =
(t˜S)
log
b . On the other hand, let us consider the functorial bijection (17) obtained
in Proposition 1.4.3 (of the case where (m,n) = (0, 1)). Then, the composite
of tslogX : T
slog → U log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss and the projection U
log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss → A
0|1
Ss to
the second factor extends, strict supere´tale locally on T˜slog, to a morphism
t˜slog
A
: T˜slog → A0|1Ss. Thus, the morphism
(t˜logb,U ◦ β
slog
T˜
, t˜slog
A
) : T˜slog → U log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
(60)
determines a section of DefT˜slog(t
slog
X ).
Next, we shall prove the latter assertion of (ii). One may assume, without
loss of generality, that there exists an element t˜slogX,0 ∈ Γ(T˜b,DefT˜slog(t
slog
X )).
Since we have an isomorphism
Γ(T˜b, ib∗(F)) (
∼
→ HomOXs (ΩXslog/Sslog , t
s
X∗(J ))b)
∼
→ DerSslog(X
slog; tsX∗(J ))b
(61)
(cf. 51), it suffices to construct a functorial (with respect to T˜slog) bijection
DerSslog(X
slog; (t˜sX,0)∗(J ))b
∼
→ Γ(T˜b,DefT˜slog(t
slog
X )).(62)
Denote by t˜s†X,0 : OXs → t
s
X∗(OT˜s) and t˜
s‡
X,0 :MXb → t
s
X∗(MT˜b) the morphism
arising naturally from t˜sX,0 (where we consider both OT˜s and MT˜b as sheaves
on Tb via the underlying homeomorphism between topological spaces of i
slog).
Let us take an element
∂ := (OXs
D
→ (t˜sX,0)∗(J ),MXb
δ
→ (t˜sX,0)∗(J ))(63)
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of DerSslog(X
slog; (t˜sX,0)∗(J ))b. By applying the inclusions
(t˜sX,0)∗(J ) →֒ (t˜
s
X,0)∗(OT˜s) and (t˜
s
X,0)∗(1 + J ) →֒ (t˜
s
X,0)∗(MT˜b),(64)
one may obtain two maps t˜s†X,0 +D and t˜
s‡
X,0 + δ given by
t˜s†X,0 +D : OXs → (t˜
s
X,0)∗(OT˜s), t˜
s‡
X,0 + δ : MXb → (t˜
s
X,0)∗(MT˜b)(65)
a 7→ a +D(a) b 7→ 1 + δ(b)
for any local sections a ∈ OXs, b ∈ MXb. By the definition of a logarith-
mic superderivation, the pair (t˜s†X,0 +D, t˜
s‡
X,0 + δ) determines a new morphism
t˜sX,0⊞
† ∂ : T˜slog → Xslog in DefT˜slog(t
slog
X ). One verifies immediately that this
assignment ∂ 7→ t˜sX,0⊞
†∂ determines the desired bijection (62). This completes
the proof of Proposition 2.4.3. 
2.5. Log supersmooth liftings.
Definition 2.5.1.
Let Xslog and Sslog be as in Proposition 2.4.3. Also, let islogS : S
slog → S˜slog
be a strict closed immersion determined by a nilpotent superideal J on OS˜s .
(i) By a log supersmooth lifting of Xslog over S˜slog, we mean a triple
X˜ := (X˜slog, f˜slog, islogX )(66)
consisting of a log superstack X˜slog, a log supersmooth morphism
f˜slog : X˜slog → S˜slog, and a strict closed immersion islogX : X
slog →
X˜slog which make the square diagram
Xslog
fslog

islogX
// X˜slog
f˜slog

Sslog
islogS
// S˜slog
(67)
commute and cartesian.
(ii) Let X˜l := (X˜
slog
l , f˜
slog
l , i
slog
Xl
) (l = 1, 2) be log supersmooth liftings of
Xslog over S˜slog. An isomorphism of log supersmooth liftings
from X˜1 to X˜2 is an isomorphism j
slog : X˜slog1
∼
→ X˜slog2 such that
f˜slog2 ◦ j
slog = f˜slog1 and i˜
slog
X2
◦ jslog = i˜slogX1 .
Remark 2.5.2.
Suppose that we are given a log supersmooth lifting X˜ := (X˜slog, f˜slog, islogX ) of
Xslog over S˜slog and a strict supere´tale morphism Y slog → Xslog over Sslog.
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Then, by Proposition 1.2.5, there exists a log supersmooth lifting of Y slog over
S˜slog which is uniquely determined up to isomorphism. We denote this log
supersmooth lifting by
X˜|Y slog := (X˜
slog|Y slog , f˜
slog|Y slog , i
slog
X |Y slog).(68)
Corollary 2.5.3.
Let us keep the notation in Definition 2.5.1. Suppose further that J is square
nilpotent (hence J may be thought of as an OSs-supermodule.) Also, write
F := HomO
Xs
(ΩXslog/Sslog ,JOXs)b.(69)
(Note that, sinceXs is superflat over Ss, we have F ∼= (TXslog/Sslog⊗f
s∗(J ))b.)
(i) Suppose that we are given a log supersmooth lifting X˜ := (X˜slog, f˜slog, islogX )
of Xslog over S˜slog. Then, the group of automorphisms of X˜ is canon-
ically isomorphic to Γ(Xb,F).
(ii) Suppose that we are given two log smooth liftings X˜l := (X˜
slog
l , f˜
slog
l , i
slog
Xl
)
(l = 1, 2) of Xslog over S˜slog. Then, there exists a strict supere´tale cov-
ering Y slog → Xslog such that X˜1|Y slog
∼
→ X˜2|Y slog. In particular, if
there exists a log supersmooth lifting of Xslog over S˜slog, then the set
of isomorphism classes of log supersmooth liftings of Xslog over S˜slog
forms canonically an affine space modeled on H1(Xb,F).
(iii) A log supersmooth lifting of Xslog over S˜slog exists if H2(Xb,F) = 0.
Proof. Assertions (i), (ii), and (iii) follow from Proposition 2.4.3, (ii) together
with a routine argument in the theory of the classical (log) smoothness. 
3. Stable log twisted SUSY1 curves
In this section, we shall consider, by means of various notions defined previ-
ously, supersymmetric analogues of a pointed log twisted curve (with a canon-
ical logarithmic structure). We first recall (in § 3.1) the definition of a twisted
curve and prove the Riemann-Roch theorem for twisted curves (cf. Theorem
3.1.2), which will be used in, e.g., computing the superdimension of the relevant
moduli introduced later. Then, log twisted (1|1)-curves (cf. Definition 3.2.3 (i))
are defined and characterized by local models, which are the fiber products of a
(locally defined) log twisted curve and the affine superspace of superdimension
0|1. Moreover, by introducing a logarithmic and twisted analogue of super-
conformal structure, we obtain the notion of a (pointed) log twisted SUSY1
curve (cf. Definition 3.4.1) which are central objects of the present paper. As
shown in Corollary 3.4.4, it is a basic property that suitable (with respect to
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log supersmooth deformation) local models of a (pointed) log twisted SUSY1
curve may be chosen. Finally, we introduce the fibered category §1M
slog
g,r,λ (cf.
(119)) classifying stable log twisted SUSY1 curve of prescribed type (g, r, λ)
(cf. Definition 3.6.1).
3.1. The Riemann-Roch theorem for twisted curves.
In this section, let us review the notion of a twisted curve and consider
the Riemann-Roch theorem for twisted curves. Here, recall that the tameness
condition on a Deligne-Mumford stack Z means that for every geometric point
q : Spec(k) → Z the group Aut(q) of its stabilizers has order prime to the
characteristic of the algebraically closed field k.)
Definition 3.1.1.
Let S be a scheme.
(i) A local twisted curve over S is a flat morphism f : U → S of tame
Deligne-Mumford stacks satisfying the following three conditions (i-1)-
(i-3):
(i-1) The geometric fibers of f are purely 1-dimensional and, e´tale lo-
cally on U , isomorphic to nodal curves;
(i-2) The smooth locus U sm of U (over S) is an algebraic space;
(i-3) For each node q of a geometric fiber of f , there exists a commuta-
tive diagram:
V
c
//
d
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ [T/µl′]
b
// R
a

U
f
// S,
(70)
where
• R = Spec(A) for some commutative ring A and a denotes an
e´tale neighborhood of f(q) ∈ S;
• T = Spec(A[z, w]/(zw − t)) for some t ∈ A;
• [T/µl′] denotes the quotient stack of T by µl′, where l′ is a
positive integer, µl′ denotes the group scheme over R of l
′-
th roots of unity, and the action of µl′ is given by (z, w) 7→
(ξ · z, ξ−1 · w) for any ξ ∈ µl′.
• b denotes the natural projection, c denotes an e´tale morphism
and d is an e´tale neighborhood of q.
(ii) Let g be a nonnegative integer. A twisted curve (of genus g) over S
is a local twisted curve over S which is proper and whose coarse moduli
space becomes a semistable curve (of genus g) over S (cf. [5], Definition
2.4.1).
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We prove the following assertion, which is the Riemann-Roch theorem for
line bundles on a twisted curve.
Theorem 3.1.2.
Let X be a twisted curve of genus g (≥ 0) over an algebraically closed field k,
and let L be a line bundle on X of total degree m. (Here, it follows from [5],
Proposition 2.5.6, that m is necessarily an integer.) We shall write
χ(X,L) := dimk(H
0(X,L))− dimk(H
1(X,L))).(71)
Then, we have that H2(X,L) = 0 and χ(X,L) = deg(L)− g + 1.
Proof. Write |X| for the coarse moduli space of X and π : X → |X| for
the projection. First, we shall compare χ(X,L) with χ(|X|, π∗(L)) (i.e., the
Eular characteristic of π∗(L) in the classical sense). Denote by e1, · · · , es :
Spec(k) → |X| the set of nodes of |X|. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , s}, the fiber
product X ×|X|,ei Spec(k) is isomorphic to the classifying stack B(Aut(e˜i)) of
the group Aut(e˜i) of stabilizers of the (unique) point e˜i ∈ X(k) over ei. Since
Aut(e˜i) is, by the definition of a twisted curve, isomorphic to µli for some
li ≥ 1, the pull-back e˜∗i (L) of L may be thought of as the trivial k-module k
(of rank one) equipped with a µli-action. Write
Ent := {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ s and the µli-action on e˜
∗
i (L) is nontrivial}.(72)
If i ∈ Ent, then one verifies immediately that
Hq(µli , e˜
∗
i (L)) = 0 (q = 0, 2) and H
1(µli , e˜
∗
i (L)) = k.(73)
On the other hand, if i /∈ Ent, then
Hq(µli , e˜
∗
i (L)) = 0 (q = 1, 2) and H
0(µli , e˜
∗
i (L)) = k.(74)
Now, let us consider the Leray spectral sequence
Ep,q2 := H
p(|X|,Rqπ∗(L)) =⇒ H
p+q(X,L)(75)
associated with L. Since Rqπ∗(−) (q ≥ 1) vanishes on the smooth locus |X|
sm
of |X|, we have that
Hj(|X|,Riπ∗(−)) = 0 unless j = 0 or (i, j) = (0, 1).(76)
Moreover, Rqπ∗(L) is isomorphic to
⊕s
i=1 ei∗(H
q(µi, e˜
∗
i (L))). Hence, it follows
from (73), (74), and (76) that H2(X,L) = 0 (which completes the proof of the
former equality) and
dimk(H
1(X,L))− dimk(H
1(|X|, π∗(L)))(77)
= Σi∈Entdimk(H
1(µi, e˜
∗
i (L)))
= ♯Ent.
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Since the equality H0(X,L) = H0(|X|, π∗(L)) is evidently verified, we have
χ(X,L)− χ(|X|, π∗(L)) = ♯E
nt.(78)
Next, we shall compare the total degree of L and π∗(π∗(L)). For each i ∈
{1, · · · , s}, the formal neighborhood T˜i of X at e˜i is isomorphic to the quotient
stack [Spec(R)/µli], where R := k[[z, w]]/(zw) and the µli-action on Spec(R)
is given by (z, w) 7→ (ξ · z, ξ−1 · w) for any ξ ∈ µli. In particular, if Ti denotes
the formal neighborhood of |X| at ei, then we have Ti ∼= Spec(Rli), where
Rli := k[[zli , wli]]/(zliyli), and the morphism T˜i → Ti induced by π is given by
the natural inclusion Rli →֒ R. A choice of trivialization L|Spec(R)
∼
→ OSpec(R)
allows us to identify the total space of the line bundle L|T˜i with the quotient
stack [(T˜i × Spec(k[t]))/µli ], where the µli-action is given by (z, w, t) 7→ (ξ ·
z, ξ−1 · w, ξmi · t) for some integer mi with 0 ≤ mi ≤ l. Then, OTi-module
π∗(L)|Ti corresponds to the ideal (z
l−mi , wmi) ⊆ Rli . The restriction to T˜i
of the natural morphism π∗(π∗(L)) → L may be identified with the natural
inclusion of the ideal (zl−mi , wmi) ⊆ R. If i /∈ Ent (resp., i ∈ Ent), then the
length of L/π∗(π∗(L)) at e˜i is 0 (resp.,
1
l
· length(R/(zl−mi , wmi)) = 1). Since
π∗(π∗(L)) → L is injective and its cokernel is only supported at
⋃s
i=1 Im(e˜i),
we have
deg(L) = deg(π∗(π∗(L))) + Σi∈Ent1 = deg(π∗(L)) + ♯E
nt.(79)
By combining (78) and (79), we have the equality χ(X,L) = deg(L) − g + 1,
as desired. 
3.2. Log twisted (1|1)-curves.
Let S be a scheme and f : U → S a local twisted curve over S. According
to (the proof of) [19], Theorem 3.6, there exist canoincally log structures
α
f
U :MU → OU and α
f
S :MS → OS(80)
on U and S respectively (where we denote the resulting log stacks by U f -log
and Sf -log respectively), and moreover, a special morphism
f f -log := (f, f ♭ : f−1(MS)→MU) : U
f -log → Sf -log(81)
(cf. [19], Theorem 3.5 for the definition of “special”) extending f . The data
(α
f
U , α
f
S, f
f -log) is uniquely determined up to unique isomorphism.
Definition 3.2.1.
Let S be a scheme and α1S : M
1
S → OS , α
2
S : M
2
S → OS two log structures
on S. We shall say that a morphism (S, α1S) → (S, α
2
S) of log schemes is log-
like (over S) if its underlying endomorphism of S coincides with the identity
morphism.
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Definition 3.2.2.
Let S log be an fs log scheme. A log local twisted curve over S log is a mor-
phism f log : U log → S log of log stacks satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) The underlying morphism f : U → S is a local twisted curve over S;
(ii) There exist a log-like morphisms S log → Sf -log and U log → U f -log over
S and U respectively which make the square diagram
U log //
f log

Uf -log
ff-log

S log // Sf -log
(82)
commute and cartesian.
Now, let us fix an fs log superscheme Sslog.
Definition 3.2.3.
(i) A log twisted (1|1)-curve over Sslog is a log superstack Xslog over
Sslog such that Xs/Ss is proper and, for each geometric point q of
Xb, there exists a (1|1)-chart (Y slog, U log, ηslog) on Xslog/Sslog around
q such that U log is a log local twisted curve over S logb . We shall refer
to such a (1|1)-chart (Y slog, U log, ηslog) as a log twisted (1|1)-chart
(around q) on Xslog/Sslog.
(ii) Let Xslog/Sslog be a log twisted (1|1)-curve over Sslog. Then, the in-
duced stack Xt is a twisted curve over St. We shall say thatX
slog/Sslog
is of genus g if Xt/St is of genus g in the sense of [5], Definition 2.4.1.
3.3. Pointed log twisted (1|1)-curves.
In the rest of the present paper, let us fix a pair of nonnegative integers (g, r)
satisfying that 2g − 2 + r > 0.
Definition 3.3.1.
An r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve of genus g over Sslog is a collection
of data
(83) Xs⋆ :=
(
Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1
)
,
where
• Xslog denotes a log twisted (1|1)-curve of genus g over Sslog;
• [σsi ] (for each i = 1, · · · , r) denotes a closed subsuperscheme of X
s
over Ss represented by a closed immersion σsi : A
0|1
Ss → X
s over Ss,
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satisfying the following conditions:
(i) A
0|1
Ss ×σsi ,Xs,σ
s
j
A
0|1
Ss = ∅ for any pair (i, j) with i 6= j;
(ii) The smooth locus Xsmt of Xt (over St) may be represented by a scheme
over St and the image Im((σi)t) of each (σi)t lies in X
sm
t .
Let Xs⋆ := (Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1) be an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve
of genus g over Sslog. Then, the collection of data
X
⋆
t := (Xt/St, {[(σi)t]}
r
i=1)(84)
forms an r-pointed twisted curve of genus g over St (in the sense of [3], Defini-
tion 4.1.2); we shall refer to it as the underlying (pointed) twisted curve
of Xs⋆.
Proposition 3.3.2.
Let Xs⋆ := (Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1) be an r-pointed twisted (1|1)-curve of
genus g over Sslog. (We shall fix a representative σsi of [σ
s
i ] for each i.) Also,
we shall fix i ∈ {1, · · · , r} and a geometric point q of Im([σi]). Then, there
exists a collection of data
U
⋆ := (Y slog
πslog
→ Xslog, U log, ηslog,ΣU , σU),(85)
where
• the triple (Y slog, U log, ηslog) is a log twisted (1|1)-chart around q of
Xslog/Sslog;
• πslog denotes the structure morphism of Y slog over Xslog;
• ΣU is an e´tale scheme over Sb;
• σU is a closed immersion ΣU → U over Sb
such that the square diagram
ΣU ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
prs2−−−→ A0|1
Ss
σU×id
y
yσsi
U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss −−−−−−→
πs◦(ηs)−1
Xs.
(86)
is commutative and cartesian, where prs2 denotes the projection to the second
factor. We shall refer to such a collection of data U⋆ as a pointed log
twisted (1|1)-chart (around q) on Xslog/Sslog.
Proof. Wemay suppose, without loss of generality, that Ss is affine. Let us take
a log twisted (1|1)-chart (Y slog, U log, ηslog) around q on Xslog/Sslog such that
there is no nodal point in U . It follows from Proposition 1.2.5 that there exist
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an e´tale scheme ΣU over Sb and a closed immersion σ
Ys : ΣU ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ Y s
which make the diagram
ΣU ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
prs2
//
σYs

A
0|1
Ss
σsi

Y s
πslog
// Xs
(87)
commutate and cartesian. Consider the composite
σYsη : Σ
U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
σYs
→ Y s
ηs
→ U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
.(88)
By applying Lemma 3.3.3 below, there exists an automorphism us of U×SbA
0|1
Ss
over Ss such that us◦σYsη = σ
U×id
A
0|1
Ss
for some closed immersion σU : ΣU →
U . Notice that (since there is no nodal point in U) the log structure of U log
coincides with the pull-back from S logb . Hence, u
s extends to an automorphism
uslog of U log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss over S
slog. Thus, the collection of data
U
⋆ := (Y slog, U log, uslog ◦ ηslog,ΣU , σU)(89)
obtained in this manner forms the desired collection. This completes the proof
of Proposition 3.3.2. 
The following lemma was used in the proof of Proposition 3.3.2.
Lemma 3.3.3.
Suppose that Ss is affine. Let Σ be an affine scheme over Sb and U a smooth
affine scheme over Sb. Then, for any closed immersion σ
s : Σ ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→
U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss over S
s, there exists an automorphism us of U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss over S
s
such that the composite us ◦ σs : Σ ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
is of the form
σ0 × idA0|1
Ss
for some closed immersion σ0 : Σ→ U over Sb.
Proof. In the following, let us construct two morphisms δs1 : U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ U
and δs2 : U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss → A
0|1
Ss.
First, we shall consider δs2 . The map Γ(U,O(U×SbA
0|1
Ss
)f
)→ Γ(Σ,O
(Σ×SbA
0|1
Ss
)f
)
induced by the closed immersion σs is surjective. Hence, by Proposition 1.4.3,
the map
HomSs(U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss,A
0|1
Ss)→ HomSs(Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss,A
0|1
Ss)(90)
hs 7→ hs ◦ σs
obtained by composing with σs is surjective. Then, let us take δs2 to be an
inverse image of the projection Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss → A
0|1
Ss via the surjection (90).
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Next, we shall consider δs1 . We shall write
σs1 : Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
σs
→ U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
prs
→ U,(91)
where the second arrow prs denotes the projection to the first factor. Also,
write
σ˜st : Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ Σ
σt→ U,(92)
where the first arrow denotes the projection Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ Σ to the first factor.
Moreover, denote by JΣ and JU the (square nilpotent) ideal of O(Σ×SbA
0|1
Ss
)b
and O
(U×SbA
0|1
Ss
)b
corresponding to the closed immersions
γ
Σ×SbA
0|1
Ss
: Σ→ (Σ×Sb A
0|1
Ss)b and γU×SbA
0|1
Ss
: U → (U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss)b(93)
respectively. Then, there exists an element ∂ ∈ Γ(Σ, σ∗t (TU/Sb)⊗JΣ) such that
(σ1)b ⊞
† ∂ = (σ˜st )b (cf. Proposition 2.4.3 (ii) for the definition of “⊞
†”). Since
the morphism
Γ(U, TU/Sb ⊗ JU)→ Γ(Σ, σ
∗
t (TU/Sb)⊗JΣ)(94)
induced by σt is surjective, we obtain an inverse image ∂˜ ∈ Γ(U, TU/Sb ⊗ JU)
of ∂ via (94). Thus, we obtain a morphism
δs1 := (prb ⊞
† ∂˜) ◦ βs
U×SbA
0|1
Ss
: U ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
→ U(95)
over Sb.
It follows from the definitions of δs1 and δ
s
2 that the endomorphism u
s :=
(δs1 , δ
s
2 ) of U×SbA
0|1
Ss
turns out to be the desired automorphism. This completes
the proof of Lemma 3.3.3. 
Remark 3.3.4.
Let Xs⋆ := (Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1) be an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve of
genus g over Sslog, q a geometric point of Xb, and U := (Y
slog, U log, ηslog) a
log twisted (1|1)-chart around q on Xslog/Sslog. Suppose that we are given a
strict supere´tale morphism πslogY : Y
′slog → Y slog such that Y ′s is affine and
the image of the composite Y ′slog
πslogY→ Y slog → Xslog contains q. Then, by
Proposition 1.2.5, there exist a strict e´tale morphism πlogU : U
′log → U log and
an isomorphism η′slog : Y ′slog
∼
→ U ′log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss over S
slog (hence U ′ is affine)
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which make the square diagram
Y ′slog
η′slog
//
πslogY

U ′log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
πlogU ×id

Y slog
ηslog
// U log ×Sb A
0|1
Ss
(96)
commute and cartesian. (Such a pair (U ′log, ηslog) is uniquely determined up
to isomorphism). We shall write
U|Y ′slog := (Y
′slog, U ′log, η′slog),(97)
which forms a log twisted (1|1)-chart around q on Xslog/Sslog.
Suppose further that q ∈ Im((σi)b) and we are given ΣU and σU as in (85) for
which the collection of data U⋆ := (Y slog, U log, ηslog,ΣU , σU) forms a pointed
log twisted (1|1)-chart around q on Xslog/Sslog. Let us write
ΣU
′
:= ΣU ×σU ,U,πU U
′ and σU
′
:= σU × idU ′ : Σ
U ′ → U ′.(98)
Then,
U
⋆|Y ′slog := (Y
′slog, U ′log, η′slog,ΣU
′
, πU
′
, σU
′
)(99)
forms a pointed log twisted (1|1)-chart U⋆ around q of Xslog/Sslog.
3.4. Superconformal structures.
Let us fix an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve Xs⋆ := (Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1)
of genus g over Sslog. We shall construct a new log structure on Xs as follows.
The ideal sheaf Ii ⊆ OXb (i = 1, · · · , r) defining the closed immersion (σi)b is,
by Proposition 3.3.2, an invertible sheaf. As explained in [13], Complement 1,
it corresponds to a log structure ασiXb :M
σi
Xb
→ OXb . We shall write
M⋆Xb :=MXb ⊕O×Xb
(Mσ1Xb ⊕O×Xb
· · · ⊕O×Xb
MσrXb)(100)
and define a log structure α⋆Xb to be the amalgam
α⋆Xb := (αXb , (α
σ1
Xb
, · · · , ασrXb)) :M
⋆
Xb
→ OXb .(101)
We shall denote by
Xs⋆-log := (Xs, α⋆Xb)(102)
the resulting log superstack over Sslog, which admits a natural morphism
Xs⋆-log → Xslog. If fslog : Xslog → Sslog denotes the structure morphism of
Xslog/Sslog, then we shall write
fs⋆-log : Xs⋆-log → Sslog(103)
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for the composite of fslog withXs⋆-log → Xslog. One verifies thatXs⋆-log/Sslog
is log supersmooth of relative superdimension 1|1. In particular, the OXs-
supermodule TXs⋆-log/Sslog (as well as ΩXs⋆-log/Sslog) is a supervector bundle of
superrank 1|1 (cf. Proposition 2.4.3 (i)).
Definition 3.4.1.
(i) Let Xslog be a log supersmooth superscheme over Sslog of relative
superdimension 1|1. A superconformal structure on Xslog/Sslog
is a subsupervector bundle D of superrank 0|1 of TXslog/Sslog (i.e.,
TXslog/Sslog/D is a supervector bundle of superrank 1|0) such that the
OXs-linear morphism
(D⊗2 :=) D ⊗OXs D → TXslog/Sslog/D(104)
∂1 ⊗ ∂2 7→
1
2
· [∂1, ∂2]
(where ∂1 and ∂2 are local sections of D) is an isomorphism.
(ii) An r-pointed log twisted SUSY1 curve of genus g over S
slog is a
collection of data
(105) §1Y
s⋆
:= (Y slog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1,D)
consisting of an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve (Y slog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1)
of genus g over Sslog and a superconformal structureD on Y s⋆-log/Sslog.
Definition 3.4.2.
For j ∈ {1, 2}, let Sslogj be an fs log superscheme and
§1X
s⋆
j := (f
slog
j :
Xslogj → S
slog
j , {[σ
s
j,i]}
r
i=1,Dj) an r-pointed log twisted SUSY1 curve of genus
g over Sslogj .
(i) A superconformal morphism from §1X
s⋆
1 to
§1X
s⋆
2 is a pair
§1Φ
s⋆
:= (Φslog, φslog)(106)
consisting of two morphisms Φslog : Xslog1 → X
slog
2 , φ
slog : Sslog1 →
Sslog2 such that
• the square diagram
Xslog1
Φslog
//
fslog1

Xslog2
fslog2

Sslog1
φslog
// Sslog1
(107)
(i = 1, · · · , r) is commutative and cartesian;
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• [σs1,i] = Φ
s∗([σs2,i]) (for any i ∈ {1, · · · , r}) and D1 = Φ
s∗(D2)
via the isomorphism TXs⋆-log1 /S
slog
1
∼
→ Φs∗(TXs⋆-log2 /S
slog
2
) induced
by Φslog.
(ii) Suppose further that Sslog1 = S
slog
2 (=: S
slog). A superconformal
isomorphism over Sslog from §1X
s⋆
1 to
§1X
s⋆
2 is a superconformal
morphism §1Φ
s⋆
:= (Φslog, φslog) : §1X
s⋆
1 →
§1X
s⋆
2 such that φ
slog =
idSslog and Φ
slog is an isomorphism.
In the following Proposition 3.4.3, we discuss an explicit description of a
superconformal structure (cf. e.g., [7], Lemma 3.1, for the case of smooth
SUSY1 curves over C, i.e., super Riemann surfaces.)
Proposition 3.4.3.
Let U log be a log smooth scheme over S logb of relative dimension 1. (In particu-
lar, Zslog := U log×Sb A
0|1
Ss
is a log supersmooth superscheme over Sslog of rela-
tive superdimension 1|1). Suppose that we are given an element z ∈ Γ(U,MU)
such that ΩU log/Slogb
∼= OU · dlog(z). Let us regard dlog(z) and d(ψ) as sections
of ΩZslog/Sslog via the projections Z
slog → U log and Zslog → A0|1Ss respectively;
these sections give a decomposition ΩZslog/Sslog ∼= OZs · d(ψ) ⊕ OZs · dlog(z).
In particular, we have
TZslog/Sslog ∼= OZs · ∂ψ ⊕OZs · ∂z,(108)
where {∂ψ, ∂z} is the dual basis of {d(ψ), dlog(z)}. Then, the following asser-
tions are satisfied.
(i) For each a ∈ Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
), the subsupermodule
Da := OZs · (∂ψ + aψ · ∂z)(109)
of TZslog/Sslog forms a superconformal structure on Z
slog/Sslog. More-
over, the assignment a 7→ Da determines a bijection between the set
Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
) and the set of superconformal structres on Zslog/Sslog.
(ii) Let us take two superconformal structures on Zslog/Sslog of the form
Da, Db for some a, b ∈ Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
). Suppose that there exists an element
c ∈ Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
) such that c2 ·a = b. (According to Proposition 1.2.5, such
an element c exists after possibly replacing U with its e´tale covering.)
If we write ιc for the automorphism of Z
slog over U log ×Sb S
s given by
assigning ψ 7→ c ·ψ, then the isomorphism TZslog/Sslog
∼
→ ι∗c(TZslog/Sslog)
induces an isomorphism Da
∼
→ ι∗c(Db).
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Proof. First, we consider assertion (i). For each a ∈ Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
), we have
1
2
· [∂ψ + aψ · ∂z, ∂ψ + aψ · ∂z ](110)
= ∂2ψ + ((aψ · ∂z) ◦ ∂ψ + ∂ψ ◦ (aψ · ∂z)) + (aψ · ∂z)
2
= 0 + a · ∂z + 0
= a · ∂z.
Hence, (since the sections {∂ψ + aψ · ∂z, a · ∂z} generate TZslog/Sslog) Da forms
a superconformal structure on Zslog/Sslog.
Next, we shall consider the bijectivity of the assignment a 7→ Da. Let D
be a superconformal structure on Zslog/Sslog. There exists an open covering
{Zγ}γ of Zb such that each restriction D|Zγ may be generated by some ∂γ ∈
Γ(Zγ,D). The section ∂γ may be described as ∂γ := aγψ · ∂z + bγ · ∂ψ (where
aγ , bγ ∈ Γ(Zγ,OXb)). Then,
∂2γ :=
1
2
· [∂γ , ∂γ] = aγbγ · ∂z + aγ(∂z(bγ))ψ · ∂ψ.(111)
Since {∂γ, ∂2γ} generates TZslog/Sslog |Zγ , both aγ and bγ lie in Γ(Zγ,O
×
Zb
). Thus,
there exists uniquely an element ∂′γ (i.e., ∂
′
γ := b
−1
γ · ∂γ) in Γ(Zγ,D) of the
form ∂ψ + a
′
γψ · ∂z (for some a
′
γ ∈ Γ(Zγ,O
×
Zb
)). In particular, {∂′γ}γ may
be glued together to an element of Γ(Zb,D) of the form ∂φ + a′ψ · ∂z (for a
unique a′ ∈ Γ(Zb,O
×
Zb
)). This assignment D 7→ a′ determines an inverse to the
assignment a 7→ Da. Consequently, a 7→ Da is bijective, as desired.
Finally, assertion (ii) follows immediately from the definition of ιc. 
In particular, we have the following assertion.
Corollary 3.4.4.
Let §1X
s⋆
:= (Xslog/Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
I−1,D) be an r-pointed log twisted SUSY1
curve of genus g over Sslog. Then, there exists a collection of data
{(Y slogγ
πslogγ
→ Xslog, U logγ , η
slog
γ , zγ)}γ,(112)
where
• {(Y slogγ
πslogγ
→ Xslog, U logγ , η
slog
γ )}γ is a collection of log twisted (1|1)-
chart on Xslog/Sslog such that
∐
γ Y
slog
γ → X
slog is a strict supere´tale
covering of Xslog;
• Each zγ is an element of Γ(Uγ,MUγ) such that dlog(zγ) generates
ΩU logγ /Slogb
and the superconformal structure D|Y slogγ on Y
slog
γ /S
slog ob-
tained by restricting D to Y slogγ coincides with
OU logγ ×SbASs
· (∂ψ + ψ · ∂zγ ) ⊆ TU logγ ×SbA
0|1
Ss
/Sslog
(113)
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(where {∂ψ, ∂zγ} is the dual basis of {d(ψ), dlog(zγ)}) via the isomor-
phism TZslog/Sslog
∼
→ (ηsγ )
∗(T
U logγ ×SbA
0|1
Ss
/Sslog
) induced by ηsγ .
3.5. Kodaira-Spencer morphisms.
Let §1X
s⋆
:= (fslog : Xslog → Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1,D) be an r-pointed log
twisted SUSY1 curve of genus g over S
slog. Let us define an f−1b (OSs)-
subsupermodule T DXs⋆-log/S0 (resp., T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog) of TXs⋆-log/S0 (resp., TXs⋆-log/Sslog)
to be
T DXs⋆-log/S0 := {∂ ∈ TX⋆-log/S0 | [∂,D] ⊆ D}(114)
(resp., T DXs⋆-log/Sslog := TXs⋆-log/Sslog ∩ T
D
Xs⋆-log/S0
).
Since Xs⋆-log is log supersmooth over Sslog, the dual of the sequence (45) gives
rise to a short exact sequence of OXs-supermodules:
0→ T DXs⋆-log/Sslog → T
D
Xs⋆-log/S0
→ fs∗(TSslog/S0)→ 0.(115)
(Here, the pulled-back OSs-supermodule f
s∗(−) via fs defined preceding Def-
inition 1.1.3 may be also defined in our situation, i.e., Xs is a superstack.) The
higher direct image R1fb∗(T DXs⋆-log/Sslog) admits naturally a structure of OSs-
supermodule. Denote by R1fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog) the resulting OSs-supermodule.
The connecting homomorphism of (115) yields an OSs-linear morphism
KS(§1X
s⋆
) : TSslog/S0 → R
1fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog),(116)
which is referred to as the Kodaira-Spencer morphism of §1X
s⋆
.
The following proposition will be used in the discussion in Remark 4.3.1 and
Proposition 5.1.1.
Proposition 3.5.1.
There exists a canonical f−1b (OSs)-linear isomorphism T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog
∼
→ D⊗2.
Proof. The assertion follows from an argument similar to the argument in the
proof of [15], Lemma 2.1, together with Corollary 3.4.4 of the present paper. 
3.6. Stable log twisted SUSY1 curves.
Let λ be an even positive integer invertible in S0. Let us recall from [5],
Definition 4.1.3 and Remark 4.2.6, the notion of a λ-stable twisted curve. We
shall write
twMg,r,λ(117)
for the moduli stack classifying r-pointed λ-stable twisted curves over S0 of
genus g. It is a geometrically connected, proper, and smooth Deligne-Mumford
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stack over S0 of relative dimension 3g−3+r (cf. [5], Corollary 4.2.8). Denote by
(C, {[σC,i]}ri=1) the tautological r-pointed λ-stable twisted curve over
twMg,r,λ.
Both twMg,r,λ and C admit canonically log structures (cf. [19], Theorem 1.9). If
twM
log
g,r,λ and C
log denote the resulting log stacks, then the structure morphism
of C over twMg,r,λ extends to a log smooth morphism C
log → twM
log
g,r,λ.
Let slog : S log → twM
log
g,r,λ be a morphism whose underlying morphism of
stacks classifies an r-pointed twisted curve X⋆ := (X/S, {[σi]}
r
i=1) of genus g.
Then, by equipping X with the log structure pulled-back from Clog×twMlogg,r,λ,slog
S log via the isomorphism X
∼
→ C×twMg,r,λ,s S induced by s, we have a log stack
X⋆-log(118)
together with a log smooth morphism X⋆-log → S log.
Moreover, let us write Mg,r for the moduli stack classifying r-pointed proper
smooth curves over S0 of genus g. By the natural inclusion Mg,r →֒ twM
log
g,r,λ,
we may regard Mg,r as a dense open substack of
twM
log
g,r,λ. Also, this open
locus of twM
log
g,r,λ coincides with the locus in which the log structure of
twM
log
g,r,λ
becomes trivial.
Definition 3.6.1.
A stable log twisted SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over S
slog is an
r-pointed log twisted SUSY1 curve of genus g over S
slog whose underlying
pointed twisted curve is λ-stable.
Let (g, r, λ) be a triple of nonnegative integers satisfying that 2g− 2+ r > 0
and λ is even. Then, the stable log twisted SUSY1 curves of type (g, r, λ)
over log superschemes and superconformal morphisms between them form a
category fibered in groupoids over Schslog/S0 :
§1M
slog
g,r,λ → Sch
slog
/S0
(119)
§1X
s⋆
(over Sslog) 7→ Sslog.
One verifies from a standard argument in descent theory that §1M
slog
g,r,λ forms
a stack with respect to the strict supere´tale pretopology in Schslog/S0 . We shall
denote by
(§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t(120)
the restriction of §1M
slog
g,r,λ to the full subcategory Sch
log
/S0
⊆ Schslog/S0 . The
assignment from each stable log twisted SUSY1 curve over an fs log scheme
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to its underlying pointed twisted curve determines a morphism (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t →
twMg,r,λ; it extends to a morphism
(§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t →
twM
log
g,r,λ(121)
of log stacks.
4. Superconformal structure v.s. spin structure
This section is devoted to understand the structure of the reduced stack
(§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t of
§1M
slog
g,r,λ . The point is that to giving a pointed log twisted
SUSY1 curve over a log scheme is, via a natural procedure, equivalent to giving
a pointed log twisted curve equipped with an additional data called a pointed
spin structure (cf. Definition 4.1.1). Thus, if twM
log
g,r,λ,spin (cf. (124)) denotes
the moduli stack classifying λ-stable log twisted curves of type (g, r) equipped
with a parabolic spin structure, then it is canonically isomorphic to (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t
of §M
slog
g,r,λ, as shown in Proposition 4.4.1.
In the following, we suppose that r is even.
4.1. Parabolic spin structures.
Let S log be an fs log scheme and X⋆ := (X/S, {[σi]}
r
i=1) be an r-pointed
twisted curve of genus g over the underlying scheme S of S log. Hence, by the
discussion preceding Definition 3.6.1, we have a log smooth morphismX⋆-log →
S log and ΩX⋆-log/Slog is a line bundle of total degree 2g − 2 + r. Note that for
each i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, there exists a canonical isomorphism
Λi : σ
∗
i (ΩX⋆-log/Slog)
∼
→ OS(122)
which maps any local section of the form σ∗i (dlog(x)) to 1 ∈ OS, where x is a
local function defining the closed substack [σi] of X . We shall write
(123) SpinX⋆
for the groupoid defined as follows:
• The objects in SpinX⋆ are pairs (L, η), where L denotes a line bundle
on X such that σ∗i (L)
∼= OS for any i ∈ {1, · · · , r} and η denotes an
isomorphism L⊗2
∼
→ ΩX⋆-log/Slog .
• The morphisms from (L, η) to (L′, η′) (where both (L, η) and (L′, η′)
are objects in SpinX⋆) are isomorphisms ι : L1
∼
→ L2 satisfying the
equality η2 ◦ ι⊗2 = η1.
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Definition 4.1.1.
We shall refer to such a pair (L, η) (i.e., an object of SpinX⋆) as a pointed
spin structure on X⋆.
Remark 4.1.2.
Suppose that we are given a line bundle L0 on X together with an isomorphism
η0 : L
⊗2
0
∼
→ ΩX⋆-log/Slog . Since the composite Λi◦σ
∗
i (η0) (for each i ∈ {1, · · · , r})
is an isomorphism σ∗i (L)
⊗2 ∼→ OS , the line bundle σ∗i (L) defines a µ2-torsor
over S. Hence, after possibly base-changing X⋆ via an e´tale covering S′ → S
of S, the pair (L0, η0) becomes a pointed spin structure on X
⋆. Indeed, if Si
denotes the total space of the µ2-torsor corresponding to σ
∗
i (L), then it suffices
to choose the e´tale covering S′ = S1 ×S S2 ×S · · · ×S Sr of S.
Denote by
(124) twMg,r,λ,spin
the category fibered in groupoids over twMg,r whose fiber over S → twMg,r
(where S is a scheme) classifying an r-pointed λ-stable twisted curve X⋆ is
the groupoid SpinX⋆. One verifies from [5], Corollary 4.2.8 (and the fact that
deg(ΩX⋆-log/Sf-log) = 2g−2+ r is even) that
twMg,r,λ,spin may be represented by
a smooth proper Deligne-Mumford stack over S0 of relative dimension 3g−3+r
and the forgetting morphism
twMg,r,λ,spin →
twMg,r,λ(125)
is finite and e´tale. Indeed, according to the discussion in Remark 4.1.2, twMg,r,λ,spin
turns out to be finite and e´tale over the moduli stack classifying r-pointed λ-
stable twisted curves (X/S, {[σi]}
r
i=1) of genus g equipped with a square root
of ΩX⋆-log/Sf-log . We equip
twMg,r,λ,spin with the log structure pulled-back from
twM
log
g,r,λ. Write
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin(126)
for the resulting fs log stack (hence, (125) extends to twM
log
g,r,λ,spin →
twM
log
g,r,λ).
4.2. From (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t to
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin.
The main goal of this section is to prove Proposition 4.4.1 described at the
end of this section, i.e., to construct an equivalence of categories (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t
∼
→
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin. To this end, we construct first a morphism (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t →
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin
over twM
log
g,r,λ.
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Let S log be an fs log scheme and S log → (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t a morphism classifying
a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
§1X
s⋆
:= (fslog : Xslog → S log, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1,D)(127)
of type (g, r, λ) over Slog. The morphism γX : Xt → Xb is an isomorphism,
and allows us to identify the r-pointed λ-stable twisted curve
X
⋆
b := (fb : Xb → S, {[(σi)b]}
r
i=1)(128)
with the underlying pointed twisted curve of (Xslog/S log, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1). One ver-
ifies that there exist a line bundle L⋆ on Xb and an isomorphism Υ : Xs
∼
→
〈Xb,L⋆〉s over S which sends [σ
s
i ] (for each i ∈ {1, · · · , r}) to the closed subsu-
perscheme of 〈Xb,L⋆〉s represented by the closed immersion 〈S, (σi)∗b(L
⋆)〉 →
〈Xb,L
⋆〉s extending (σi)b. In particular, we have
(σi)
∗
b(L
⋆) ∼= OS.(129)
The isomorphism Υ gives rise to an isomorphism
ΩXs⋆-log/Slog
∼
→ (OXs ⊗OXb ΩX⋆-logb /Slog
)⊕ (OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆)(130)
of OXs-supermodules, where, in the right-hand side, the sections of the forms
(1 ⊗ a, 0) and (0, 1 ⊗ b) (for some a ∈ ΩX⋆-logb /Slog
and b ∈ L⋆) are defined to
be bosonic and fermionic sections respectively. Consider its dual
TXs⋆-log/Slog
∼
→ (OXs ⊗OXb TX⋆-logb /Slog
)⊕ (OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆∨).(131)
It follows from Proposition 3.4.3 (i) that the composite morphism
D →֒ TXs⋆-log/Slog(132)
(131)
∼
→ (OXs ⊗OXb TX⋆-logb /Slog
)⊕ (OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆∨)
։ OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆∨
(where the third morphism denotes the projection to the second factor) between
supervector bundles of superrank 0|1 is surjective, and hence, an isomorphism.
Moreover, we have a composite isomorphism
OXs ⊗OXb TX⋆-logb /Slog
→ (OXs ⊗OXb TX⋆-logb /Slog
)⊕ (OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆∨)(133)
(131)−1
∼
→ TXs⋆-log/Slog
։ TXs⋆-log/Slog/D
(where the first morphism denotes the inclusion into the first factor). The
isomorphism (104) in our situation may be described as an isomorphism
(OXs ⊗OXb (L
⋆∨)⊗2 =) (OXs ⊗OXb L
⋆∨)⊗2
∼
→ OXs ⊗OXb TX⋆-logb /Slog
(134)
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via the composite isomorphisms (132) and (133). The restriction of this iso-
morphism to the bosonic part (and taking its dual) becomes an isomorphism
η⋆ : (L⋆)⊗2
∼
→ ΩX⋆-logb /Slog
. Thus, the pair (L⋆, η⋆) forms (thanks to (129)) a
pointed spin structure on X⋆b . If S →
twMg,r,λ,spin denotes the classifying mor-
phism of (L⋆, η⋆), then it extends uniquely to a morphism S log → twM
log
g,r,λ,spin
over twM
log
g,r,λ. The assignment
§1X
s⋆
7→ (L⋆, η⋆) is functorial with respect to
S log and hence, determines a morphism
(§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t →
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin(135)
over twM
log
g,r,λ.
4.3. From twM
log
g,r,λ,spin to (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t .
Conversely, we shall construct a morphism twM
log
g,r,λ,spin → (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t . Let
S log be an fs log scheme and S log → twM
log
g,r,λ,spin a morphism whose underlying
morphism S → twMg,r,λ,spin classifies a spin structure (L, η) on an r-pointed
λ-stable twisted curve X⋆ := (f : X → S, {[σi]}
r
i=1). (In particular, we have
a morphism S log → Sf -log.) By fixing an isomorphism σ∗i (L)
∼
→ OS (for each
i = 1, · · · , r), we obtain a composite closed immersion
σs(L,η),i : A
0|1
S
∼
→ 〈S, σ∗i (L)〉
s → 〈X,L〉s(136)
extending σi. We shall write X
log := Xf -log ×Xf-log S
log, and hence, obtain a
log superstack 〈X,L〉slog (cf. (37)) over S log. The collection of data
X
s⋆
(L,η) := (〈X,L〉
slog/S log, {[σs(L,η),i]}
r
i=1)(137)
forms an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve of genus g over S log. Since O〈X,L〉s ∼=
OX ⊕L, we obtain (cf. (130)) a composite isomorphism
T〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog(138)
∼
→ (O〈X,L〉s ⊗OX TX⋆-log/Sf-log)⊕ (O〈X,L〉s ⊗OX L
∨)
∼
→ TX⋆-log/Sf-log ⊕L
∨ ⊕ L∨ ⊕OX
of OX -modules. Consider the O〈X,L〉s-linear injection
(O〈X,L〉s ⊗OX L
∨ =:) L∨ ⊕OX →֒ TX⋆-log/Sf-log ⊕L
∨ ⊕ L∨ ⊕OX(139)
( a, b ) 7→ ( 0, a, a, b ).
Write D(L,η) for the subsupervector bundle (of superrank 0|1) of T〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
corresponding, via the composite isomorphism (138), to the image of (139).
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Then, one verifies immediately that the collection of data
§X
s⋆
(L,η) := (〈X,L〉
slog/S log, {[σs(L,η),i]}
r
i=1,D(L,η))(140)
forms a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over S
log whose un-
derlying pointed twisted curve is isomorphic to X⋆. It determines a morphism
S log → (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t . By varying S
log with the various fs log schemes, we obtain
a morphism
twM
log
g,r,λ,spin → (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t(141)
over twM
log
g,r,λ.
Remark 4.3.1.
We keep the above notation. By applying Proposition 3.5.1, we have a com-
posite isomorphism of f−1(OS)-modules:
T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
∼
→ (D(L,η))
⊗2(142)
∼
→ O〈X,L〉s ⊗OX (L
∨)⊗2
∼
→ TX⋆-log/Sf-log ⊕ L
∨,
where the second isomorphism follows from the definition of D(L,η) (cf. (139)).
Let us equip T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
with a structure of O〈X,L〉s-supermodule via the
first isomorphism in (142). Then, (142) induces two isomorphisms of OX-
modules
(T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
)b ∼= TX⋆-log/Sf-log , (T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
)f ∼= L
∨.(143)
In particular, we have
deg((T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
)b) = −2g + 2− r, deg((T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
)f) = −g + 1−
r
2
.
(144)
The inclusion T
D(L,η)
〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog
→֒ T〈X,L〉s⋆-log/Slog corresponds, via the isomor-
phisms (138) and (142), to the inclusion
TX⋆-log/Sf-log ⊕ L
∨ → TX⋆-log/Sf-log ⊕ L
∨ ⊕ L∨ ⊕OX(145)
( a, b ) 7→ ( a, b, b, 0 ).
Proposition 4.3.2.
Let §1X
s⋆
:= (fslog : Xslog → Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1,D) be a stable log twisted
SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over S
slog. Then, R2fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog) = 0. Also,
the OSs-supermodule R
1fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog) is locally free of rank 3g−3+ r|2g−
2 + r
2
and the formulation of R1fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog
) commutes with base-change
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with respect to Ss. Moreover, if Ss is affine (i.e., Ss = Sb) and F is a
quasi-coherent OSb-module, then the natural morphism
R
1fb∗((T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogb
)(−))⊗F → R
1fb∗((T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogb
⊗f−1b (OSb)
f−1b (F))(−)),
(146)
where (−) denotes either “b” or “f”, is an isomorphism.
Proof. In the following, we consider T DXs⋆-log/Sslog as being equipped with a
structure ofOXs-supermodule by transposing the structure ofOXs-supermodule
onD⊗2 via the isomorphism T DXs⋆-log/Sslog
∼
→ D⊗2 obtained in Proposition 3.5.1.
Let us take an algebraically closed field k and a morphism vs : Spec(k)→ Ss,
where we equip Spec(k) with a log structure pulled-back from Sslog via vs.
Write Spec(k)log for the resulting log scheme and vslog : Spec(k)log → Sslog the
morphism extending vs. Also, write (Xslogv /k
log, {[σsi,v]}
r
i=1,Dv) for the stable
log twisted SUSY1 curve over Spec(k)
log defined as the base-change of §1X
s⋆
via vslog. It follows from Theorem 3.1.2 that H2((Xv)b, T
Dv
Xs⋆-logv /klog
) = 0. By
replacing vs with the various points of Ss, one verifies from [10], Ch. III, The-
orem 12.11, (a) (or [16], § 5, Remark 3.21, (c)) that R2fb∗(T DXs⋆-log/Sslog) = 0.
(Here, note that although the result of loc. cit. deals only with the case of
schemes, one may prove, by a similar argument, its analogous assertion for the
case of superstacks. Thus, in the proof of this proposition, we apply the result
of loc. cit. as the result corresponding to the case of superstacks.) Hence, the
natural morphism
vs∗(R1fb∗(T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog))→ H
1((Xv)b, T
Dv
Xs⋆-logv /klog
)(147)
is surjective for all vs (cf. [10], Ch. III, Theorem 12.11, (b)) and hence, is
an isomorphism. Moreover, the last reference or [16], § 5, Remark 3.21, (c)
(applied to the case i = 1) shows that R1fb∗(T DXs⋆-log/Sslog) is locally free.
The rank of this OSs-supermodule may be calculated by the dimension of
H1((Xv)b, T
Dv
Xs⋆-logv /klog
). But, it follows from (144) and Theorem 3.1.2 that
dimk(H
1((Xv)b, (T
Dv
Xs⋆-logv /klog
)b)) = 3g − 3 + r(148)
and
dimk(H
1((Xv)b, (T
Dv
Xs⋆-logv /klog
)f )) = 2g − 2 +
r
2
,(149)
as desired. The commutativity (with respect to base-change over superschemes
over Ss) of the formulation of R1fs∗ (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog
) follows from the above
discussion and the discussion in loc. cit.. This completes the proof of the former
assertion.
The latter assertion follows from [16], § 5, Remark 3.21, (c). 
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4.4. twM
log
g,r,λ,spin is isomorphic to (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t .
One verifies that the morphisms (135) and (141) obtained previously are
the inverse morphisms of each other. Thus, we have the following Proposition
4.4.1. In particular, for each r-pointed λ-stable twisted curve X⋆ := (f : X →
S, {[σi]}
r
i=1) of genus g over a scheme S, there exists canonically an equivalence
of categories between SpinX⋆ and the groupoid of stable log twisted SUSY1
curves §1X
s⋆
over Sf -log having X⋆ as the underlying pointed twisted curve.
Proposition 4.4.1.
There exists a canonical isomorphism of fibered categories
(§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t
∼
→ twM
log
g,r,λ,spin(150)
over twM
log
g,r,λ. In particular, (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t may be represented by a proper smooth
Deligne-Mumford stack over S0 of relative dimension 3g − 3 + r.
5. Deformations of stable log twisted SUSY1 curves
In this final section, we prove the main assertion, i.e., Theorem A. As dis-
cussed in § 5.4, the main step of the proof is to construct a canonical fermionic
deformation of twM
log
g,r,λ,spin (
∼= (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t by Proposition 4.4.1) in a way that
a universal stable log twisted SUSY1 curve exists (uniquely). To this end, we
develop (in §§ 5.1-5.2) log smooth deformation theory concerning log twisted
SUSY1 curves. By applying the results obtained in these discussions, one may
construct (cf. Corollary 5.3.1) a universal family of stable log twisted SUSY1
curves over a fermionic deformation of a representation (in the sense of Re-
mark 1.8.2 (i)) of twM
log
g,r,λ,spin. It gives rise to a representation (by a groupoid
in Schs/S0) of
§1M
slog
g,r,λ itself (equipped with a natural log structure). This im-
plies immediately the proof of Theorem A, as desired (cf. § 5.4 for the detailed
discussion).
5.1. Deformation spaces of stable log twisted SUSY1 curves.
Let S˜slog be an fs log scheme and Sslog be a strict closed subsuperscheme
of S˜slog determined by a nilpotent superideal I ⊆ OS˜s contained in NS˜s.
Let §1X
s⋆
:= (fslog : Xslog → Sslog, {[σsi ]}
r
i=1,D) be a stable log twisted
SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over S
slog. Write §1X
s⋆
:= (fslog : Xslog →
S logt , {[σi]}
r
i=1,D) for the base-change of
§1X
s⋆
via the strict closed immersion
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τslogS : S
log
t → S
slog extending τsS . Also, write
Def S˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
)(151)
for the set of superconformal isomorphism classes of stable log twisted SUSY1
curves of type (g, r, λ) over S˜slog extending §1X
s⋆
.
Proposition 5.1.1 (cf. [15], Lemma 2.4).
Suppose that S˜s is affine and that NS˜sI = 0 (which implies that I is square
nilpotent and may be thought of as an OSt-module). Then, DefS˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
) is
nonempty and has a canonical structure
Def S˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
)×H1(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
b
(OSt )
f−1
b
(I))b)→ Def S˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
)
(152)
( a, b ) 7→ a⊞‡ b
of affine space modeled on H1(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
b
(O
Ss
) f
−1
b
(I))b). Also, if
§1X˜
s⋆
is a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve in Def S˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
), then there is no
nontrivial superconformal automorphism of §1X˜
s⋆
over S˜slog which restricts
to the identity morphism of §1X
s⋆
.
Proof. First, we shall prove that Def S˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
) is nonempty. Let us take a
collection of data
UI := {(Y
slog
γ
πslogγ
→ Xslog, U logγ , η
slog
γ , zγ)}γ∈I(153)
(indexed by a set I) obtained by applying Corollary 3.4.4 to our §1X
s⋆
. For
each i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, we shall write Ii for the subset of I consisting of elements
γ satisfying that Y sγ ×Xs,σsi
A
0|1
Ss
6= ∅. By Proposition 3.3.2, we may assume,
without loss of generality, that for each γ ∈ Ii there exists a pair (ΣUγ , σUγ ) for
which the collection of data
U
⋆
γ := (Y
slog
γ , U
slog
γ , η
slog
γ ,Σ
Uγ , σUγ)(154)
satisfies the condition described in Proposition 3.3.2. For each γ ∈ I there
exists (since Y sγ is affine) a log supersmooth lifting Y˜γ := (Y˜
slog
γ , f˜
slog
γ , i˜
slog
Yγ
)
of Y slogγ over S˜
slog (cf. Corollary 2.5.3 (iii)) and a log smooth lifting U˜ logγ of
U logγ over S˜
log
b together with an isomorphism η˜
slog
γ : Y˜
slog
γ
∼
→ U˜ logγ ×S˜b A
0|1
S˜s
over
S˜slog lifting ηslogγ . Also, zγ lifts to an element z˜γ ∈ MU˜γ . The OU˜ logγ ×S˜bAS˜s
-
subsupermodule OU˜ logγ ×S˜bAS˜s
· (∂ψ + ψ · ∂z˜γ ) ⊆ TU˜ logγ ×S˜bAS˜s/S˜
slog defines, via
η˜slogγ , a superconformal structure D˜γ on Y˜
slog
γ /S˜
slog extending D|Y slogγ . After
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possibly replacing UI with its refinement in an evident sense (cf. Remark 3.3.4),
we may suppose that the following three properties (i)-(iii) are satisfied:
(i) For each pair (γ1, γ2) with Y
slog
γ1,γ2 := Y
slog
γ1 ×Xslog Y
slog
γ2 6= ∅ (hence Y
slog
γ1,γ2
is affine), there exists an isomorphism
νslogγ1,γ2 : Y˜
slog
γ1
|Y slogγ1,γ2
∼
→ Y˜slogγ2 |Y slogγ1,γ2
(155)
of log supersmooth liftings which sends D˜γ1 |Y slogγ1,γ2
to D˜γ2 |Y slogγ1,γ2
(cf. Corol-
lary 2.5.3 (ii) and Proposition 3.4.3).
(ii) If γ ∈ Ii (i = 1, · · · , r), then there exists a pair (Σ
U˜γ
i , σ
U˜γ
i ) consisting of
a scheme Σ
U˜γ
i over S˜b with Σ
U˜γ
i ×S˜b Sb
∼= Σ
Uγ
i and a closed immersion
σ
U˜γ
i : Σ
U˜γ
i → U˜γ over S˜b extending σ
Uγ
i ;
(iii) For each pair (γ1, γ2) ∈ Ii × Ii (i = 1, · · · , r) with Y slogγ1,γ2 6= ∅, then the
restrictions to Y slogγ1,γ2 of two composites
Σ
U˜γl
i ×S˜b A
0|1
S˜s
σ
U˜γ
i→ U˜γl ×S˜b A
0|1
S˜s
(η˜sγl )
−1
→ Y˜ sγl(156)
(l = 1, 2) are compatible (in an evident sense) via νslogγ1,γ2.
If a triple (γ1, γ2, γ3) ∈ I×3 satisfies that
Y slogγ1,γ2,γ3 := Y
slog
γ1 ×Xslog Y
slog
γ2 ×Xslog Y
slog
γ3 6= ∅,(157)
then there exists uniquely an element
ν‡γ1,γ2,γ3 ∈Γ((Yγ1,γ2,γ3)b, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslog ⊗f−1b (OSs)
f−1b (I))b)(158) (
= Γ((Yγ1,γ2,γ3)t, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b)
)
such that
νslogγ1,γ2 ◦ ν
slog
γ2,γ3
◦ νslogγ3,γ1 = idY slogγ1,γ2,γ3
⊞‡ ν‡γ1,γ2,γ3 .(159)
The collection of elements {ν‡γ1,γ2,γ3}γ1,γ2,γ3 determines an element
ν‡ ∈ H2(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b).(160)
But, since Ss is affine and dim(Xb/St) = 1, we have
H2(Xb, T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
b
(OSs)
f−1
b
(I)) = 0(161)
(in particular, ν‡ = 0). Thus, after possibly replacing UI with its refinement
and replacing each νslogγ1,γ2 with a suitable isomorphism Y˜
slog
γ1
|Y slogγ1,γ2
∼
→ Y˜slogγ2 |Y slogγ1,γ2
,
the log superschemes {Y˜ slogγ }γ∈I may be glued together to a log supersmooth
superstack X˜slog over S˜slog. For each i ∈ {1, · · · , r}, the morphisms {(σ
U˜γ
i ×
id) ◦ (η˜sγ )
−1 : Σ
U˜γ
i ×S˜b A
0|1
S˜s
→ Y˜ sγ }γ∈I may be glued together to a closed
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immersion σ˜si : A
0|1
S˜s
→ X˜s over S˜s extending σsi , for which the collection of
data (X˜slog/S˜slog, {σ˜si }
r
i=1) forms an r-pointed log twisted (1|1)-curve of genus
g over S˜slog. Moreover, {D˜γ}γ∈I may be glued together to a superconformal
structure D˜ on X˜s⋆-log/S˜slog extending D. The collection of data
§1X˜
s⋆
:= (X˜slog/S˜slog, {[σ˜si ]}
r
i=1, D˜)(162)
forms a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over S˜
slog which re-
stricts to §1X
s⋆
. Consequently, DefS˜slog(
§1X
slog
) is nonempty.
Also, by considering the above discussion and a usual discussion in defor-
mation theory, Def S˜slog(
§1X
slog
) admits a structure of affine space modeled on
H1(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b) as described in (152).
Finally, the above argument implies the remaining portion of the proposition.
Indeed, the group of superconformal automorphisms of an arbitrary §1X˜
slog
∈
Def S˜slog(
§1X
slog
) is canonically isomorphic to H0(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b). If (L⋆, η⋆) denotes the spin structure on (Xt/St, {[σi]}
r
i=1) cor-
responding to D (cf. Proposition 4.4.1), then we obtain a sequence of isomor-
phisms
(T D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
b
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b(163)
∼
→ (D⊗2 ⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b
∼
→ ((OXs ⊗ L
⋆∨)⊗2 ⊗(f
t
)−1(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b
∼
→ (TX⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f∗
t
(Ib))⊕ (L
⋆∨ ⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f ∗
t
(If )),
where the first isomorphism follows from Proposition 3.5.1 and the second
isomorphism follows from (139). Here, note that the natural morphisms
H0(Xb, TX⋆-log/Slogt
)⊗Γ(St,OSt) Γ(St, Ib)→ H
0(Xb, (TX⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f ∗
t
(Ib)))
(164)
and
H0(Xb,L
⋆∨)⊗Γ(St,OSt) Γ(St, If )→ H
0(Xb, (L
⋆∨ ⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f∗
t
(If)))(165)
are surjective. On the other hand, the fact that deg(TX⋆-log/Slogt
) < 0 and
deg(L⋆∨) < 0 implies the equalities H0(Xb, TX⋆-log/Slogt
) = H0(Xb,L
⋆∨) = 0.
Hence, we have
H0(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f−1
t
(OSt )
f−1
t
(I))b)(166)
= H0(Xb, (TX⋆-log/Slogt
⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f ∗
t
(Ib)))⊕H
0(Xb, (L
⋆∨ ⊗f∗
t
(OSt )
f∗
t
(If)))
= 0.
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This implies that there is no nontrivial superconformal automorphism of any
§1X˜
s⋆
∈ Def S˜slog(
§1X
slog
). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.1.1. 
5.2. Deformations of morphisms.
We keep the notation in the previous subsection. Moreover, let Tslog be
an fs log superscheme which is log supersmooth over S0 (of some relative su-
perdimension) and §1Y
s⋆
:= (f ′slog : Y slog → Tslog, {[σ′i]}
r
i=1,D
′) a stable log
twisted SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ) over T
slog such that KS(§1Y
s⋆
) is an
isomorphism. Suppose that we are given a morphism sslog : Sslog → Tslog of
log superschemes via which the base-change of §1Y
s⋆
is isomorphic to §1X
s⋆
over Sslog.
The following proposition is immediately verified from the various definitions
involved, including the affine structures described in Proposition 2.4.3 (ii) and
Proposition 5.1.1.
Proposition 5.2.1 (cf. [15], Lemma 2.5).
Suppose that S˜s is affine and that NS˜sI = 0. Denote by KS(
§1Y
s⋆
; I) the
composite isomorphism
Γ(Sb, (s
s∗(TTslog/S0)⊗ I)b)
∼
→ Γ(Sb, (s
s∗(R1f ′b∗(T
D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog))⊗ I)b)(167)
∼
→ Γ(Sb, (R
1fb∗(T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslogt
)⊗ I)b)
∼
→ H1(Xb, (T
D
Xs⋆-log/Sslogt
⊗f∗
b
(OSt )
f ∗
b
(I))b),
where the first isomorphism arises from KS(§1Y
s⋆
) and both the second and
third isomorphisms arise from Proposition 4.3.2. Consider the map of sets
s⊛ : Γ(S˜b,DefS˜slog(s
slog))→ DefS˜slog(
§1X
s⋆
)(168)
given by pulling-back §1Y
s⋆
. Then, this map satisfies the equality
s⊛(s˜slog ⊞† ζ) = s⊛(s˜slog)⊞‡ KS(§1Y
s⋆
; I)(ζ).(169)
for any s˜slog ∈ Γ(S˜b,DefS˜slog(s
slog)) and ζ ∈ Γ(Sb, (ss∗(TTslog/S0) ⊗ I)b). In
particular, (since KS(§Y
s⋆
; I) is an isomorphism) s⊛ is bijective, and hence,
Γ(S˜b,DefS˜slog(s
slog)) is nonempty.
Corollary 5.2.2 (cf. [15], Theorem 2.7).
Suppose that we are given a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
§1X˜
s⋆
over S˜slog
extending §1X
s⋆
. Then, there exists uniquely an extension s˜slog : S˜slog →
Tslog of sslog via which the base-change of §1Y
slog
is isomorphic to §1X˜
s⋆
.
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Proof. The assertion may be directly proved by applying inductively Proposi-
tion 5.2.1 to the case where the pair (Sslog, S˜slog) is taken to be (S˜slogn , S˜
slog
n+1 )
(where, for each n ≥ 0, we shall denote by S˜sn the strict closed subsuperscheme
of S˜slog determined by N n+1
S˜s
). 
5.3. Canonical liftings over complete versal families.
Proposition 5.3.1 (cf. [15], Theorem 2.8).
Let T log be an affine log smooth scheme in Schlog/S0, and let
§1Y
slog
:= (fslog :
Y slog → T log, {[σi]}
r
i=1,D) be a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve of type (g, r, λ)
over T log such that the classical Kodaira-Spencer map
KS(Y ⋆-logb /T
log) : TT log/S0 → R
1f
b∗
(TY ⋆-logb /T log
)(170)
of Y ⋆-logb → T
log (cf. (118)) is an isomorphism. Let us write
〈T 〉slog := 〈T ,R1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f )
∨〉slog.(171)
Then, there exists a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
§1Y
s⋆
† of type (g, r, λ)
over 〈T 〉slog which restricts to §1Y
s⋆
via τslog〈T 〉 : T
log → 〈T 〉slog and whose
Kodaira-Spencer map KS(§1Y
s⋆
† ) is an isomorphism. Moreover, such a stalbe
log twisted SUSY1 curve is unique in the following sense: if
§1Y
s⋆
† and
§1Y
s⋆
‡
are stable log twisted SUSY1 curves of type (g, r, λ) over 〈T 〉slog which restrict
to §1Y
s⋆
and whose Kodaira-Spencer maps are isomorphism, then there exists
uniquely a superconformal isomorphism §1Y
s⋆
†
∼
→ §1Y
s⋆
‡ over 〈T 〉
slog which
restricts to the identity morphism of §1Y
s⋆
.
Proof. The uniqueness portion follows from the uniqueness assertion of Corol-
lary 5.2.2. We shall prove the existence portion. For each nonnegative integer
n, we shall write 〈T 〉slogn for the strict closed subsuperscheme of 〈T 〉
slog corre-
sponding to the idealN n+1〈T 〉s . Since 〈T 〉
slog
1 is simply (T ,OT⊕R
1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f)
∨),
we obtain the trivial deformation §1Y
s⋆
1,triv of
§1Y
s⋆
over 〈T 〉slog1 by pulling-back
via the projection 〈T 〉slog1 → T
log. By applying Proposition 5.2.1 and consid-
ering the point of the affine space Def〈T 〉slog1
(§1Y
s⋆
) representing §1Y
s⋆
1,triv as
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its origin, we have a canonical composite bijection
Def〈T 〉slog1
(§1Y
s⋆
)(172)
∼
→ H1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
⊗ f ∗
b
(R1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f )
∨))b)
∼
→ H1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f ⊗ f
∗
b
(R1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f)
∨))
∼
→ H1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f )⊗H0(T ,OT ) H
1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f)
∨
∼
→ EndH0(T ,OT )(H
1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f)),
where the third bijection follows from Proposition 4.3.2. If we write §1Y
s⋆
1 for
the stable log twisted SUSY1 curve corresponding to
id
H1(Y b,(T
D
Ys⋆-log/T log
)f )
∈ EndH0(T ,OT )(H
1(Y b, (T
D
Y s⋆-log/T log
)f ))(173)
via (172), then its Kodaira-Spencer map turns out to be an isomorphism. By
Proposition 5.1.1, §1Y
s⋆
1 may be deformed to a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
§1Y
s⋆
† := (f
slog
† : Y
slog
† → 〈T 〉
slog, {[σs†,i]}
r
i=1,D†)(174)
of type (g, r, λ) over 〈T 〉slog.
We shall prove that the Kodaira-Spencer mapKS(§1Y
s⋆
† ) is an isomorphism.
To this end, it suffices to prove that its restriction along the reduced space T
is an isomorphism. (Indeed, by Proposition 4.3.2, R1fs†∗(T
D†
Y s⋆-log† /〈T 〉
slog
) and
T〈T 〉slog/S0 are locally free of the same rank). By the definition of 〈T 〉
slog, the
pull-back of T〈T 〉slog/S0 via τ
s
〈T 〉 : T → 〈T 〉 admits a canonical isomorphism
τs∗〈T 〉(T〈T 〉slog/S0)
∼
→ TT log/S0 ⊕ R
1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)f).(175)
On the other hand, the pull-back of R1fs†∗(T
D†
Y s⋆-log† /〈T 〉
slog
) admits a canonical
composite isomorphism
τs∗〈T 〉(R
1fs†∗(T
D†
Y s⋆-log† /〈T 〉
slog
))(176)
∼
→ R1fs
∗
(T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)
∼
→ R1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)b)⊕ R
1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)f)
∼
→ R1f
b∗
(TY ⋆-logb /T log
)⊕ R1f
∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)f)
where the first isomorphism follows from Proposition 4.3.2 and the third iso-
morphism follows from (143). One may verifies immediately from the various
definitions involved that the pull-back τs∗〈T 〉(KS(
§1Y
s⋆
† )) of KS(
§1Y
s⋆
† ) makes
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the square diagram
τs∗〈T 〉(T〈T 〉slog/S0)
(175)
−−−→
∼
TT log/S0 ⊕ R
1fb∗((T
D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)f)
τs∗
〈T 〉
(KS(§1Y
s⋆
† ))
y
yKS(Y ⋆-logb /T log)⊕id
τs∗〈T 〉(R
1fs†∗(T
D†
Y s⋆-log† /〈T 〉
slog
))
∼
−−−→
(176)
R1f
b∗
(TY ⋆-logb /T log
)⊕ R1f
b∗
((T D
Y s⋆-log/Tslog
)f)
(177)
commute. Hence, since we have assumed that KS(Y ⋆-log/T log) is an isomor-
phism, τs∗〈T 〉(KS(
§1Y
s⋆
† )) is an isomorphism, as desired. This completes the
proof of Proposition 5.3.1. 
5.4. The proof of Theorem A.
In this final section, we shall prove Theorem A, the main result of the present
paper. Since (§1Mg,r,λ)t is a smooth Deligne-Mumford stack over S0 (cf. Propo-
sition 4.4.1), there exists an isomorphism [R ⇒ U ]
∼
→ (§1Mg,r,λ)t over S0 for
some groupoid R⇒ U := (U,R, s, t, c) in Sch/S0 such that both U and R are
smooth affine schemes over S0 of relative dimension 3g − 3 + r, and both s
and t are e´tale. Denote by πU : U → (§1Mg,r,λ)t the natural projection (hence
πR := πU ◦ s = πU ◦ t). Write U
log (resp., Rlog) for the log scheme defined to
be U (resp., R) equipped with the log structure pulled-back from (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t .
In particular, πU (resp., πR) extends to a morphisms π
log
U : U
log → (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t
(resp., πlogR : R
log → (§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t ) of log stacks. Moreover, s, t : R → U
extend to morphisms slog, tlog : Rlog → U log, and c extends to a morphism
clog : Rlog ×slog,U log,tlog R
log → Rlog.
Let us write
§1Y
s⋆
:= (Y slog/U log, {[σsY ,i]}
r
i=1,DY )(178)
(resp., §1X
s⋆
:= (Xslog/Rlog, {[σsX,i]}
r
i=1,DX))
for the stable log twisted SUSY1 curve over U
log (resp., Rlog) classified by πlogU
(resp., πlogR ). The base-change of
§1Y
s⋆
via slog and tlog respectively are, by
definition, isomorphic to §1X
s⋆
. The Kodaira-Spencer morphisms KS(§1Y
s⋆
),
KS(§1X
s⋆
) are isomorphisms. Here, let us define 〈U〉slog (resp., 〈R〉slog) to be
the log superscheme obtained from U log (resp., Rlog) as in (171), which is split
and log supersmooth over S0 of relative superdimension 3g − 3 + r|2g − 2 +
r
2
(by Proposition 4.3.2). It follows from Proposition 5.3.1 that §1Y
s⋆
(resp.,
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§1X
s⋆
) may be deformed to a stable log twisted SUSY1 curve
§1Y
s⋆
† := (f
slog
Y,† : Y
slog
† → 〈U〉
slog, {[σsY,†,i]}
r
i=1,DY,†)(179)
(resp., §1X
s⋆
† := (f
slog
X,† : X
slog
† → 〈R〉
slog, {[σsX,†,i]}
r
i=1,DX,†))
over 〈U〉slog (resp., 〈R〉slog) whose Kodaira-Spencer map is an isomorphism.
Hence, by Corollary 5.2.2, there exists morphisms 〈s〉slog, 〈t〉slog : 〈R〉slog →
〈U〉slog via which the base-changes of §1Y
s⋆
† are isomorphic to
§1X
s⋆
† and
which make the square diagrams
Rlog
slog
//
τslog
〈R〉

U log
τslog
〈U〉

〈R〉slog
〈s〉slog
// 〈U〉slog
Rlog
tlog
//
τslog
〈R〉

U log
τslog
〈U〉

〈R〉slog
〈t〉slog
// 〈U〉slog
(180)
commute. Moreover, we obtain a morphism
〈c〉slog : 〈R〉slog ×〈s〉slog,〈U〉slog,〈t〉slog 〈R〉
slog → 〈R〉slog(181)
extending the morphism cslog. The uniqueness assertion in Corollary 5.2.2
implies that the collection of data
〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s := (〈U〉s, 〈R〉s, 〈s〉s, 〈t〉s, 〈c〉s)(182)
forms a groupoid in Schs/S0.
For  = s or d, we shall denote by
d〈〉s : T〈R〉slog/S0 → 〈〉
s∗(T〈U〉slog/S0)(183)
the differential of 〈〉s relative to S0. Then, d〈〉s is an isomorphism since
the square diagram
T〈R〉slog/S0
d〈〉s
//
≀KS(§1X
s⋆
† )

〈〉s∗(T〈U 〉slog/S0)
≀ 〈〉s∗(KS(§1Y
s⋆
† ))

R1fsX,†(T
DX,†
Xs⋆-log† /〈R〉
slog
)
∼
// 〈〉s∗(R1fsY,†(T
DY,†
Y s⋆-log† /〈U 〉
slog
))
(184)
is commute and cartesian (where the lower horizontal arrow is isomorphism
by Proposition 4.3.2). Hence, for each n ≥ 0, the morphism grn〈U 〉s → gr
n
〈R〉s
induced by d〈〉s is an isomorphism. It follows immediately that 〈s〉b, 〈t〉b :
〈R〉b → 〈U〉b are e´tale (since s and t are e´tale) and that two morphisms
(〈s〉s, βs〈R〉b), (〈t〉
s, βs〈R〉b) : 〈R〉
s → 〈Us〉 ×〈U 〉b 〈R〉b(185)
are isomorphisms. Thus, both 〈s〉s and 〈t〉s are supere´tale. By Proposition
1.8.3, [〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s] forms a supersmooth Deligne-Mumford superstack over
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S0 of relative superdimension 3g − 3 + r|2g − 2 +
r
2
; it is superproper over S0
since (§1Mg,r,λ)t is proper over S0 in the classical sense.
Moreover, the log structures of the various constituents in 〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s
gives rises to a log structure on the superstack [〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s]. Let us write
[〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s]log for the resulting log superstack and write πslog〈U 〉 : 〈U〉
slog →
§1M
slog
g,r,λ for the classifying morphism of
§Y
s⋆
† . Then, π
slog
〈U〉 factors through a
morphism
Θslog : [〈R〉s ⇒ 〈U〉s]log → §1M
slog
g,r,λ .(186)
To complete the proof of Theorem A, it suffices to prove that Θslog is an
isomorphism.
Consider the surjective portion. Let Sslog be an object in Schslog/S0 and s
slog :
Sslog → §1M
slog
g,r,λ a morphism of log superstacks, which induces a morphism
slogt : S
log
t → (
§1Mg,r,λ)
log
t . There exists a strict e´tale covering π
log
s : S
′log → S logt
of S logt and a morphism s
′log : S
′log → U log satisfying that slogt ◦π
log
s
∼= πlogU ◦s
′log.
By Proposition 1.2.5, there exists a strict supere´tale morphism πslogs : S
′slog →
Sslog which fits into the following cartesian square diagram
S
′log
πlogs
//


S logt
τslogS

S
′slog
πslogs
// Sslog.
(187)
(In particular, the left-hand vertical arrow coincides with τslogS′ .) By Corollary
5.2.2, the morphism s′log extends to a morphism s′slog : S
′slog → 〈U〉slog. The
uniqueness assertion of Corollary 5.2.2 implies that πslog〈U 〉 ◦s
′slog ∼= sslog◦πslogs .
This shows the subjectivity of Θslog.
The injectivity portion follows from an argument technically similar to the
above discussion. This completes the proof of Theorem A.
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